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that (1) gains from trade for net exporters of agricultural goods are overstated in models that
abstract from intersectoral distortions since in those countries trade tends to exacerbate the
effect of domestic frictions; (2) due to distortions developing countries have a strong unilateral
incentive to protect their manufacturing sector from foreign competition and that yielding to
such protectionist sentiments would negatively affect other poor countries; and (3), mitigating
domestic frictions has a much larger potential payoff for poor countries when they are open to
international trade.
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1 Introduction

How large are the welfare gains from international trade? This classic topic in the international
trade literature has recently received renewed interest following the findings of Arkolakis et al.
(2012). These authors show the similarity of gains from trade predicted by a range of workhorse
international trade models. One feature that all those standard models have in common is that
they abstract from distortions on domestic markets. Yet we have ample evidence that domestic
distortions are prevalent. That domestic frictions affect the benefits of engaging in international
trade has been long recognized. Using highly stylized models, theoretical literature some fifty years
ago showed that a country might even lose from international trade if trade exacerbates the effects
of domestic distortions.1 The goal of this paper is to go beyond such qualitative predictions and
quantify the effects of intersectoral distortions on the welfare gains from trade for a broad range of
countries using a modern multi-country general equilibrium model of international trade.

The model I build uses homogeneous labor as the only primary factor of production and features
three sectors: agriculture, manufacturing and services. There are four main forces affecting the
sectoral composition of economic activity: (i) nonhomothetic preferences, (ii) technology, (iii) costly
international trade and (iv) distortions to the allocation of labor across sectors.

To model income effects I introduce augmented CDES preferences to the applied literature.
The specification of preferences I use has advantages over functional forms commonly used to
model nonhomothetic tastes, such as Stone-Geary or augmented CES preferences, in that it remains
nonhomothetic at all income levels. Augmented CDES preferences are more general than, and in
fact nest, those two common specifications. The extra flexibility allowed by the parametrization
used in this paper is important for matching data for countries with a wide range of income over
long periods of time.

The trade framework used in this paper is standard. I treat agriculture and manufacturing
as tradable sectors in the Ricardian fashion of Eaton and Kortum (2002) and treat services as
nontradable. Since over the period of my analysis some countries have substantial current account
imbalances I allow trade to be unbalanced to better capture the impact of international economic
integration.

The final key component of the model is the presence of distortions to the allocation of labor
across sectors. Their introduction is motivated by studies by Vollrath (2009) and Gollin et al. (2012)
who document that the marginal products of labor are not equalized across sectors, suggesting labor
misallocation. I do not take a stand on what the underlying sources of intersectoral distortions are
and simply model the distortions as wedges between labor costs faced by producers in different
sectors.2 I treat the labor wedges as fixed and not affected by the trade regime.

For a special case of the model with homothetic preferences, I derive an intuitive relationship
1See, e.g., Hagen (1958).
2Hsieh and Klenow (2009) use a similar approach to model misallocation of factors across firms. In this paper

misallocation happens across sectors.
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between the true size of the gains from trade and the gains from trade that would be calculated
using a similar model that abstracts from intersectoral distortions. The standard measure of the
gains from trade needs to be adjusted by a term reflecting the trade-induced reallocation of labor
across sectors. If after opening to trade labor moves towards sectors in which employment was
already inefficiently high in autarky due to domestic distortions, then the true gains from trade are
reduced relative to the frictionless calculation. In a full model with nonhomothetic preferences the
formula I derive does not hold exactly but it provides a good approximation to the magnitude of
the gains from trade.

To assess the quantitative importance of intersectoral distortions for the effects of trade I cal-
ibrate the model using data on up to 44 countries over the period 1970-2005. Since the available
evidence suggests that intersectoral labor distortions are especially large in poor countries I strive
to include as many major developing countries as possible by combining sector-level data from a
number of sources. My calibration strategy involves matching the series on sectoral employment
levels, sectoral value added, sectoral bilateral trade flows and aggregate real GDP per worker. I
identify the intersectoral labor distortions from the differences in value added per worker across sec-
tors. Then I use the structure of the model to solve for productivity levels in each sector, country
and year, the variables which are not directly observable in the data. Parameters necessary for this
calculation are obtained through a GMM procedure that exploits the predictions of the model for
sectoral labor productivity growth.

The calibrated intersectoral labor distortions imply that agricultural wages are generally de-
pressed relative to manufacturing wages. The magnitude of the distortion tends to decrease with
income, with largest gaps in poor countries. Within non-agriculture I do not find a systematic
relationship between income and the labor wedge between services and manufacturing. Overall,
measured distortions within non-agriculture are also smaller than wedges between agriculture and
manufacturing.

These patterns of intersectoral distortions are important for understanding the key quantitative
result of this paper. I find that taking into account intersectoral labor distortions changes the
magnitude of the gains from trade in an important way for a number of countries. In general, the
gains from trade in my model are smaller than in standard models for countries that are net exporters
of agricultural goods and larger for net exporters of manufactured goods. The intuition behind this
result is simple - with domestic distortions effectively depressing wages in agriculture, production
and employment in that sector would be above an efficient level in a closed economy. If trade further
increases agricultural employment, which typically happens for countries that are net exporters in
that sector, then trade tends to exacerbate the initial domestic distortion. Consequently, the benefits
of trade for these countries are not as large as the frictionless models would predict. Quantitatively,
for countries in the first quartile of the agricultural deficit to GDP ratio in 1995 the true gains from
trade are on average 8.9 p.p. lower than in a standard calculation, while for the highest quartile
they are 1.5 p.p. higher. The required adjustments are large relative to the absolute level of the
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gains from trade which are about 5% on average. In the workhorse models gains from trade depend
mostly on how much a country trades; in a world with intersectoral distortions what it export
matters as well.

Going beyond the issue of gains from trade, I also study the implications of intersectoral dis-
tortions for trade policy. I find that most countries would have an incentive to unilaterally impose
tariffs on manufactured goods in order to make the allocation of labor closer to optimum. In a
second-best world it might be optimal to introduce a distortion (manufacturing tariff) to partially
offset the effect of another distortion (labor wedge).3 My results illustrate that this effect can be
quantitatively important for developing counties - e.g., China in 1995 could gain as much as 27% in
welfare terms from pursuing unilaterally optimal trade policy. I provide some reduced form evidence
that a pro-manufacturing bias of trade policy in fact exists in developing countries. Manufactur-
ing protectionism is a beggar-thy-neighbor policy, however, and I demonstrate that it might cause
nontrivial harm to nearby poor countries.

I also look at the complementary issue of how trade openness affects the welfare cost of inter-
sectoral distortions. Removing half of calibrated labor distortions would lead to a welfare gain of
18.3% for the the poorest quartile of countries in 1995 in the open economy, but a corresponding
average gain in a hypothetical closed economy would be only 0.3%. This large difference can be
explained as follows. Reducing labor wedges would increase the relative labor cost in agriculture
and hence the relative price of agricultural goods. However, the calibrated preference parameters
imply little substitutability in consumption across sectors so changes in relative prices would induce
little adjustment in consumption. As a result, in a closed economy there would also be little change
in production structure. With consumption and production almost unchanged, there is no scope
for large welfare gains from lowering distortions. In contrast, when a country is open to trade an
increase in the agricultural wage relative to the manufacturing wage would make its agricultural
sector relatively less competitive. This would cause substitution of imports for domestic production
in agriculture and associated reallocation of labor towards manufacturing. Since poor countries are
found to be relatively unproductive in agriculture this reallocation results in large welfare gains.

Related Literature

This paper is related to a few strands of the literature. It contributes to a voluminous body of
research on the welfare gains from international trade by studying the impact of domestic distortions
on those gains. Attempts to quantify the benefits of trade have for a long time been the domain
of Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models, in which trade arises due to the Armington
assumption that goods are differentiated by country of origin.4 Measuring the gains due to the classic
Ricardian comparative advantage channel lacked a solid theoretical foundation until the seminal

3However, the principle of targeting suggests that there are instruments more efficient than tariffs for correcting
intersectoral labor distortions.

4See Hertel (1999) for an overview of CGE trade modeling.
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contribution of Eaton and Kortum (2002). In a recent influential theoretical article, Arkolakis et al.
(2012) show that in the absence of domestic distortions the gains from trade in the Armington
model are the same as in the Eaton and Kortum (2002) model and similar as in the most popular
implementation of the Melitz (2003) model. In this paper, I take one of those three workhorse
quantitative trade models and demonstrate how the welfare gains from trade it predicts change, both
analytically and quantitatively, when intersectoral allocation of labor is distorted due to domestic
frictions.

The intersectoral labor distortions of this paper appear in the older theoretical trade literature as
“wage differentials”. Hagen (1958) demonstrates in a simple two-sector model that a country might
lose from trade if the wage differential is paid by the import-competing sector. I show that an
appropriately modified version of this result remains true in my multi-country general equilibrium
framework. Bhagwati and Ramaswami (1963) rank various policies intended to ameliorate the
effects of distortionary wage differentials in terms of their efficiency. While trade policy is never the
first-best instrument, it can nevertheless increase welfare. Katz and Summers (1989) discuss the
empirical relevance of intersectoral wage differentials as a motive for strategic trade policy in the
context of manufacturing trade in the United States. I argue that intersectoral distortions offer a
plausible rationalization for observed trade policy patterns in developing countries. Moreover, the
global general equilibrium framework allows me to also quantitatively assess the impact of unilateral
changes in trade policies on welfare of other countries.

In terms of modeling the production side of the economy, papers by Xu (2011) and Tombe
(2012) are close predecessors to my work. Both studies combine the Eaton and Kortum (2002)
trade structure with some form of friction between agriculture and nonagriculture. In the case of
Xu (2011) the friction takes the form of home production in agriculture. Tombe (2012) uses a
labor wedge between agriculture and nonagriculture that plays a similar role as my intersectoral
distortions. There are important differences between my work and those papers, however. First, the
substantive focus of the papers is different. My main interest lies in measuring the overall welfare
gains from trade and in understanding how they are affected by domestic intersectoral distortions.
In contrast, Tombe and Xu concentrate on explaining low levels of agricultural imports by poor
countries and on quantifying the potential gains from reducing trade barriers in agriculture. Second,
I introduce a flexible specification of nonhomothetic consumer preferences that nests as a special case
the Stone-Geary form assumed by Tombe and Xu. The Stone-Geary specification is not sufficient to
match sectoral patterns observed in my broad sample. Third, I use a completely different empirical
strategy for inferring key model quantities from the observable data. In my dataset, following the
gravity equation based approach of Tombe and Xu would imply time-series behavior of sectoral
labor productivities that is counterfactual.5

Because of the sectoral structure of my model and the time dimension of my data this paper is
5Both Xu (2011) and Tombe (2012) rely only on cross-sectional data for a single year whereas my methodology

exploits the panel structure of my dataset.
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also related to quantitative studies of structural change. My methodology uses the ability of the
model to match the patterns of structural change in order to identify important model parameters.
The main focus of this study is, however, on the cross-sectional implications of the model for the
gains from trade. In contrast, in Święcki (2013) I focus directly on the time-series aspects of the
process of structural change. I extend the methodology developed in this paper in order to assess
the quantitative importance of various drivers of structural change that have been proposed in the
literature.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 I present the model that forms
the basis for my quantitative investigation. Section 3 describes the data and the methodology
I employ to map the model to the data. In Section 4 I discuss the patterns of distortions and
sectoral productivities generated by the calibrated model. The key quantitative results of the paper
are presented in Section 5 which is devoted to counterfactual simulations of the model. The final
Section 6 offers closing remarks.

2 Theoretical Framework

In this section I present the model that forms the basis for my quantitative investigation of inter-
national trade in the presence of intersectoral distortions.

2.1 Economic Environment

There are N countries in the model world. Labor is the only primary factor of production in the
model. This choice is primarily driven by the data availability in the empirical implementation.
There are three sectors in the economy: agriculture, manufacturing and services. Agriculture and
manufacturing are tradable, while services are assumed to be nontradable. All goods are utilized
in the period they are produced. International trade need not be balanced at a country level each
period. Following recent approaches in quantitative trade studies, I take the aggregate trade deficits
as given, abstracting from the intertemporal decisions that lead to trade deficits or surpluses. The
model’s solution can be therefore described as a sequence of static equilibria. I thus omit time
subscripts except where needed for clarity.

2.2 Consumers

There are Li identical agents in country i and each of them supplies one unit of labor inelastically.
Their preferences over consumption of aggregate output of agriculture CA, manufacturing CM and
services CS are represented by an indirect utility function

V (PA, PM , PS , m) =
∑

K∈{A,M,S}
γK

(
m−
∑

k
Pkck

PK

)αK
− 1

αK
. (1)
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V gives the maximum level of utility that can be attained by a consumer with nominal expenditurem
facing prices {PK}.6 This formulation of preferences augments the constant differences of elasticities
of substitution (CDES) preferences from Jensen et al. (2011) by introducing subsistence consumption
requirement cK .7

The demand system associated with (1) generalizes preference structures commonly used in both
international trade and structural transformation literature. With αK ≡ ε− 1 and cK ≡ 0 constant
across sectors we obtain the standard homothetic CES preferences with elasticity of substitution
ε. CES preferences, in addition to being the staple functional form in trade research, are used
in theories of structural change stressing the importance of changes in relative prices as countries
develop.8 Taking the limit αK → 0 in (1) while allowing cK 6= 0 we can recover Stone-Geary
preferences often used in the structural change literature emphasizing income effects.9 Finally,
combining αK ≡ ε− 1 and arbitrary cK yields the demand system consistent with augmented CES
that has been recently used by Buera and Kaboski (2009) and Herrendorf et al. (2013) to allow for
both income and substitution effects to influence sectoral allocations.

The main advantage of the augmented CDES preferences over other specifications used in the
literature is that preferences implied by (1) remain nonhomothetic regardless of the income level.
To see that, denote by m̃ = m−

∑
K PKcK the discretionary expenditure of a consumer to simplify

notation. Then the Marshallian demand for sector K goods is given by:

CK = cK +
γK
(
m̃
PK

)αK+1

∑
k γk

(
m̃
Pk

)αk . (2)

The ratio of expenditures on sectors K and L can then be seen to depend on the level of expenditure
even asymptotically (for high incomes) as long as αK 6= αL. At the same time augmented CDES
preferences allow for a richer substitution pattern among goods than the commonly used alterna-
tives.10 The flexibility of modeling income and substitution effects offered by the augmented CDES
specification turns out to be important for capturing patterns of expenditure and productivity in a
very diverse sample of countries used in this paper.

6There is no closed-form solution for direct utility function corresponding to (1) except in some special cases.
7CDES preferences are, in turn, a generalization of the indirect addilog preferences dating back at least to

Houthakker (1960).
8E.g., Ngai and Pissarides (2007).
9E.g., Kongsamut et al. (2001).

10For example, CDES allows pairs of goods to be Allen-complements which is impossible with CES. In that sense
CDES is also more flexible than the constant ratios of elasticities of substitution (CRES) family, which was recently
used to model nonhomothetic preferences in the trade literature by Caron et al. (2012) and Fieler (2011). In the
context of this paper, CDES is also easier to implement numerically than CRES since the latter does not give a closed
form solution for direct demand functions.
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2.3 Production

There is a unit measure of intermediate goods indexed by h ∈ [0, 1] in each sector. Intermediates
are produced using a Cobb-Douglas technology combining labor and the aggregate output of their
sector. Specifically, the production function for variety h in sector K in country i at time t is:

qKit (h) = κKzKit (h)LKit (h)βK QKit (h)1−βK ,

where zKit (h) denotes the variety-sector-country-year-specific productivity.11 Labor shares 0 <

βK ≤ 1 are sector-specific but are constant across countries and time.12

The nontraded aggregate output of industry K is costlessly assembled from all intermediates
produced in that industry using the CES technology

QKi =
[ˆ 1

0
xKi (h)

σ−1
σ dh

] σ
σ−1

,

where σ is the elasticity of substitution across varieties and xKi (h) is the quantity of variety h used
in production in sector K in country i. The aggregate sectoral output is used both as an input for
production of intermediates and to satisfy final demand.

The product market is perfectly competitive. Given prices of intermediates pKi (h) prevailing

in market i, the price index for the aggregate output is given by PKi =
[´ 1

0 pKi (h)1−σ dh
] 1

1−σ . The
cost of producing a unit of variety h in sector K and country i is then cKi/zKi (h), where

cKi = wβKKiP
1−βK
Ki (3)

is the cost of the input-bundle used by sector K and where wKi is the wage in sector K in country
i.

2.4 Distortions

The fact that the wage wKi appearing in (3) is sector-specific is a central feature of the model. Since
labor is assumed to be homogeneous, differential wages in the model do not reflect heterogeneity in
worker productivity. Instead, wage differentials are meant to capture distortions to the intersectoral
allocation of labor in a tractable way. Since wKi is the wage faced by the firms, wage differentials
represent the distortionary effect of any policies of institutions that have different impact on the

11The constant κK = ββK
K (1− βK)(1−βK ) is introduced to simplify notation.

12Since there are no intersectoral linkages one could alternatively define the production function as using only
labor. The specification used above makes it easier to reconcile the production data (recorded at value added level)
and trade data (recorded at gross output level) in the empirical application of the model. The roundabout production
of intermediates also affects the size of the calculated gains from trade but not how they depend on intersectoral
distortions. For data availability reasons I do not pursue richer input-out structures, such as in the model of Caliendo
and Parro (2012).
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labor costs faced by firms across sectors. There are at least two interpretations of these distortions
that have equivalent implications in the model.

First, sector-specific wages might be explained by sector-specific labor taxes or subsidies. The
model is consistent with an interpretation in which perfect labor mobility equalizes the take-home
wage wi for workers in all sectors and differences in labor costs arise solely due to differences in
labor taxes tKi, with wKi = (1 + tKi)wi .

Alternatively, workers in different sectors might be receiving different take-home wages. The
failure of wage equalization might reflect, for example, differences in unionization levels across
sectors or wage regulations that differ by sector. In this case distortionary institutions and policies
effectively restrict worker entry to some sectors and thus limit the ability of labor mobility to
equalize take-home wages. An equilibrium in which distortions drive a wedge between sectoral
take-home wages is isomorphic to an equilibrium with correspondingly chosen labor taxes that are
redistributed lump-sum to workers. 13 14

What matters for the allocation of labor across sectors is the relative magnitude of distortions
across sectors and not their absolute level. Distortions will be therefore summarized by the wedge
between the wage in agriculture or services and the manufacturing wage, i.e. I will call the objects

ξAi ≡
wAi
wMi

, ξSi ≡
wSi
wMi

(4)

the wedge in agriculture and the wedge in services, respectively. By construction the wedge in
manufacturing is then equal to one, ξMi ≡ 1.

The wage wKi payed by firms in sector K equals the value marginal product of labor (VMPLKi)
in that sector. Thus intersectoral wage differentials in the model fundamentally capture differences
in VMPL across sectors. It is important to realize that the failure to equalize VMPL implies the
presence of distortion in the labor market rather than in some other markets (say, output markets).
Moreover, VMPL differences would imply the presence of labor distortions also in richer models.
For example, in a model with capital and labor, VMPL would be equalized across sectors in the
absence of distortions affecting relative labor costs, regardless of whether capital allocation is itself
distorted or not.15 The flip side of this argument is that intersectoral differences in VMPL do not
capture distortions that might affect the economic efficiency through channels other than the labor

13Throughout the paper I assume for simplicity that all workers within a country have the same expenditures. For
example, if take-home wages differ between sectors agents can pool incomes in their extended families whose sectoral
employment is representative of the entire economy. The equal-expenditure assumption simplifies the quantitative
analysis by allowing me to avoid tracking the within-country distribution of expenditures. Such need would arise with
unequal incomes since preferences represented by (1) do not allow for income aggregation across consumers (indirect
utility (1) is not of the Gorman polar form).

14It is also possible that wage differentials across sectors might reflect real mobility costs rather than distortions.
While the model can in principle accommodate this possibility as well, welfare calculations in counterfactual exercises
would require me to take a stand on the structure of such mobility costs. Modeling switching costs is beyond the
scope of this paper so I attribute wage differentials to distortions only.

15See Appendix D.
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market.
Theoretically, some such other distortions could even have the same general equilibrium impli-

cations as appropriately chosen labor wedges.16 Thus in principle, labor wedges in the model could
be used to summarize a broader range of distortions in factor and output markets and not just
differences in VMPL across sectors. However, as discussed further in Section 3.2, my empirical
measure of the labor wedge can identify only distortions that directly affect the relative labor costs
across sectors. For this reason, I refer to labor wedges as labor distortions in this paper.

2.5 International Trade

Intermediate goods in agriculture and manufacturing are tradable subject to the standard iceberg
transportation costs. Delivering a unit of variety h in sector K from country i to country j requires
shipping τKji ≥ 1 units of the good, with τKjj = 1. With perfect competition, the price of variety
h delivered to j from i is

pKji (h) = cKiτKji
zKi (h) .

Every country will choose the cheapest source for each variety. The price actually paid in country
j for a variety h in a tradable sector K is therefore

pKj (h) = min
i=1,..,N

{pKji (h)} .

Country i draws productivity zKit (h) in variety h from a distribution with cumulative distribu-
tion function FKit, with draws independent across countries, sectors, varieties and time. Following
Eaton and Kortum (2002)), the realizations are assumed to come from the Frechet distribution with
FKit (z) = e−TKitz

−θK . The parameter TKit is related to country i’s average efficiency in sector K.
The parameter θK is an inverse measure of the dispersion of productivity draws and is assumed to
be constant across countries and time.

Let XKj denote the total expenditure on sector K in country j and XKji the expenditure on
subset of the goods sourced from country i. Then the Eaton and Kortum (2002) structure delivers
the following expressions for the share of expenditure in country j going to goods from country i:

πKji = XKji

XKj
= TKi (cKiτKji)−θK∑

m TKm (cKmτKjm)−θK
.

16For example, a mixture of sector-specific labor tax and output tax coupled with equivalent subsidy for interme-
diates would have the same macroeconomic implications as an appropriately chosen labor wedge. That labor wedge
would not be equal to the relative labor costs actually faced by the firms, however.
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The price index in the tradable sectors can be written as17

PKj = ΓK

[∑
i

TKi (cKiτKji)−θK
]− 1

θK

, K ∈ {A,M} .

Substituting the expression for the cost of the input bundle from (3), trade shares and the price
indices can be expressed as:

πKji =
TKi

(
wβKKiP

1−βK
Ki τKji

)−θK
∑
m TKm

(
wβKKmP

1−βK
Km τKjm

)−θK . (5)

PKj = ΓK

[∑
i

TKi
(
wβKKiP

1−βK
Ki τKji

)−θK]− 1
θK

, K ∈ {A,M} . (6)

In the nontraded service sector the price levelcan be simply written as:

PSj = wSj(
T

1
θS
Sj

) 1
βS

, (7)

where the presence of the βS parameter reflects intermediate input use.

2.6 Equilibrium

In this subsection I characterize the equilibrium of the model world economy. Towards that goal,
I first need to introduce some accounting notation. Let LKi denote employment in sector K in
country i and let Yi denote the GDP of country i, equal to its labor income:

Yi = wAiLAi + wMiLMi + wSiLSi.

Let Di be country i’s overall trade deficit, where deficits need to sum to zero at the world level:

∑
j

Dj = 0. (8)

The budget constraint of agents in country i then implies that total final demand by consumers in
i is given by XF

i = Yi +Di. To simplify notation, denote by X̃F
i the final demand spending net of

subsistence expenditure in country i: X̃F
i = XF

i − Li
∑
K PKicK . Then using the solution to the

consumer’s problem in (2), we can write the final demand in sector K by consumers from i as
17ΓK ≡ Γ

(
θK +1−σ
θK

)
, where Γ (·) is a Gamma function.
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LiPKi

cK +
γK

(
X̃F

i /Li

PK

)αK +1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F

i
/Li

Pk

)αk

 .
On the production side, let ZKi be the value of gross output of sector K in country i. The

production technology implies that demand from intermediate goods producers in sector K for
that sector’s output is a fraction (1− βK) of the value of gross output, i.e. (1− βK)ZKi. Total
spending (absorption) XKi on sector K consists of the final demand by consumers and of demand
by intermediate inputs producers

XKi = (1− βK)ZKi + LiPKi

cK +
γK

(
X̃F

i /Li

PK

)αK +1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F

i
/Li

Pk

)αk

 .
We can now write the market clearing conditions in the tradable sectors as follows. The value

of gross output of sector K in country i must be equal to the value of imports by all countries
(including i) of goods from i in that sector:

ZKi =
∑
j

πKjiXKj =
∑
j

πKji

(1− βK)ZKj + LjPKj

cK +
γK

(
X̃F

j /Lj

PK

)αK +1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F

j
/Lj

Pk

)αk


 ,

where I have used the fact that XKji = πKjiXKj , with πKji defined in (5). Finally, using the
fact that value added wKiLKi constitutes a fraction βK of gross output, we can write the market
clearing conditions as follows: for all i = 1, ..., N

wKiLKi =
∑
j

πKji

(1− βK)wKjLKj + βKLjPKj

cK +
γK

(
X̃F

j /Lj

PK

)αK+1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F

j
/Lj

Pk

)αk


 , K ∈ {A, M} . (9)

Since services are nontradable, the market clearing condition in that sector can be simplified to:

wSiLSi = LiPSi

cS +
γS

(
X̃F

i /Li

PS

)αS+1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F

i
/Li

Pk

)αk

 , i = 1, ..., N. (10)

Finally, the labor market clearing condition requires that

LAi + LMi + LSi = Li, i = 1, ..., N. (11)

To summarize the characterization of the world equilibrium in the presence of distortions, I
present its formal definition.

Definition 1. Given labor wedges {ξAi, ξSi}Ni=1, technology parameters {TAi, TMi, BSi}Ni=1, labor
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endowments {Li}Ni=1, trade costs {τAji, τMji}i=1,..,2; j=1,...,N and trade deficits {Di}Ni=1 satisfying
(8), the world equilibrium can be summarized as a collection of manufacturing wages {wMi}Ni=1 and
labor allocations {LAi, LMi, LSi}Ni=1 such that (i) goods markets (9)-(10) clear and (ii) the labor
market clearing condition (11) is satisfied.

Starting from manufacturing wages and labor allocation, the rest of the equilibrium quantities
can be determined as follows. Given wMi and wedges, the remaining wages are trivially given by
(4). Given wages, prices can be found from the system of equations (6)-(7). Given wages and prices
and trade costs, trade shares can be computed using (5). Given labor allocation, wages, prices and
deficits we easily find final expenditures X̃F

i =
∑
K wKiLKi + Di −

∑
K cKiPKi. By construction,

all these quantities are consistent with optimization by firms and households.

2.7 Calculating the Welfare Gains from Trade

The key question this paper aims to answer is how intersectoral distortions affect the welfare gains
from trade. The full model does not offer a closed form expression for the gains from trade. However,
a special case of the model with homothetic preferences presented in this section clearly illustrates
the main mechanism through which domestic distortions modify the magnitude of the gains from
trade. For that special case I derive a formula for the gains from trade that also provides a good
approximation for welfare gains in the full model with augmented CDES preferences, as I show
numerically below.

Formally, with homothetic preferences I define the welfare gains from trade for county j as

GFTj ≡ 1−
V A
j

V T
j

,

where V T
j and V A

j denote the welfare in county j in the trade and autarky equilibrium, respectively.
Welfare here is measured as the level of utility of a representative worker given the representation
of preferences in terms of a utility function that is homogeneous of degree one. The following
proposition isolates the impact of distortions on gains from trade in this setting.

Proposition 1. Suppose that consumer preferences are given by a CES utility function and suppose
that trade is balanced in each country. Consider two models consistent with the observed sectoral
expenditure shares eTKj and trade intensities πKjj for country j: one with intersectoral distortions
summarized by wedges {ξKj} and one without domestic frictions. Then the relationship between the
welfare gains from trade GFTj calculated in the model with intersectoral distortions, and gains from
trade GFTNDj calculated in a model without distortions, is given by

GFTj = 1−

(∑
K ξKjL

A
Kj

)
(∑

K ξKjL
T
Kj

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Υj

(
1−GFTNDj

)
, (12)
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where LTKj denotes sector K employment in the baseline trade equilibrium and LAKj denotes the
corresponding employment in the hypothetical autarky in the distorted model.

Proof. See Appendix C.2.

Expression (12) has an intuitive interpretation. Gains from trade in a model with intersectoral
distortions can be decomposed into a term reflecting gains from trade in the absence of distortions
and the term Υj representing the labor reallocation channel. Without distortions, ξKj = 1 in all
sectors and hence Υj = 1. When Υj > 1, GFTj < GFTNDj so the standard model overstates the
magnitude of the gains from trade. But Υj > 1 if on net employment in sectors with relatively
low wages faced by producers (low ξK) is higher in the trade equilibrium than in autarky. In
autarky, relatively low wages faced by producers in sector K would lead to expansion of that
sector beyond what would be socially optimal. Υj > 1 means that opening to trade leads to even
further expansion of employment in low wage sectors. Thus if trade tends to exacerbate the effect
of domestic distortions then gains from trade are lower than what a frictionless framework would
predict. Symmetrically, if Υj < 1 then trade tends to mitigate the effects of domestic intersectoral
distortions so the gains from trade are higher than predicted by standard models.

For CES preferences the gains from trade can be calculated more explicitly as

GFTj = 1−Υj

∑
K

eTKj

(
π
− 1
θK

1
βK

Kjj

)1−ε
− 1

1−ε

. (13)

Gains from trade in this case can be naturally decomposed into the labor reallocation channel Υj

and traditional gains from trade within sector K, π
− 1
θK

1
βK

Kjj , weighted by sector K’s expenditure
share eTKj . Expression for Υj as written in (12) depends on the counterfactual labor allocation
in autarky. But using the structure of the model we can in fact solve for that hypothetical labor
allocation and express it only in terms of variables observed in the trade equilibrium. Specifically,
Υj can be written as

Υj =
∑
K

eTKj−δ
T
Kj

ξKj∑
K

eTKj
ξKj

π
− 1
θK

1
βK

(1−ε)

Kjj∑
k
eT
kj
π
− 1
θk

1
βk

(1−ε)

kjj

, (14)

where δTKj denotes the sector-K deficit to GDP ratio in the in country j. Plugging (14) into (13), we
find that GFTj can be calculated easily with minimal requirements for data. Given wedges {ξKj},
all that is needed is sectoral expenditure shares eTKj , trade intensities πKjj , deficit intensities δTKj ,
as well as a few parameters: elasticity of substitution ε, sectoral shares of VA in gross output βK
and productivity dispersion parameters θK . All these quantities can be computed from the data or
estimated under fairly weak assumptions.

The calculation of the gains from trade would be that simple, however, only if we lived in a
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world with balanced trade and preferences for broad sectoral outputs reasonably approximated by
the CES specification. Since in reality trade is not balanced it would not be appropriate to use
actual trade intensities in the calculation. The effect of aggregate trade deficits needs to be purged
first. Furthermore, some aspects of the data cannot be explained well by a model with homothetic
preferences when the sample contains countries of widely different income levels. For these reasons,
I need to calibrate the full model.

3 Data and Calibration

In this section I describe how the theoretical model is mapped to the data. The goal of the calibration
exercise is to put numbers to all objects whose magnitude I need to know in order to perform model-
based counterfactual calculations. The most important objects can be classified into three groups:
measures of intersectoral distortions ξK , measures of sectoral productivity levels, prices and wages,
and parameters of consumer preferences.

I identify distortions from the data using the model’s simple relationship between wedges, VA
and employment. As a second step, I take certain observable variables, treat them as equilibrium
outcomes and use the general equilibrium structure of the model to back out quantities of interest
for which I can not get data directly. Results of this step depend on the assumed value of preference
parameters. Finally, I use the time-series predictions of the model from the second step for sectoral
labor productivity growth to pin down the preference parameters.

The particular choice of the calibration approach I follow is partially determined by what vari-
ables I can observe in the data. I thus start with a brief description of the data. More exhaustive
details on construction of variables and data sources are presented in the Data Appendix.

3.1 Data Overview

Studying the effects of intersectoral distortions naturally requires sector level data. The availability
of time series with sectoral data is rather limited, particularly for developing countries. Those
countries are especially interesting for the purpose of this paper, however, since precisely in those
countries we expect the impact of the intersectoral distortions to be large. To maximize the breadth
and time span of the sample while maintaining acceptable quality of the data, I combine sectoral
data from four sources: EU KLEMS project, GGDC 10-sector database, OECD STAN database
and Asian Productivity Organization database. The final sample is an unbalanced panel of between
26 and 44 countries over the period 1970-2005. I aggregate the data to three sectors, which I call
agriculture, manufacturing and services. These sources provide consistent and comparable series
for total employment, gross value added in current prices and value added price deflators. All data
is smoothed using the Hodrick-Prescott filter before it is used in the calibration.18

18I use 25 as the value of the smoothing parameter, which falls in the 6.25-100 range standard in the literature for
annual data. Smoothing does not affect the substantive results of this paper but it eliminates implausible jumps in
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International trade data comes from two sources. For bilateral trade flows between 1970-2000
I use the NBER-UN dataset compiled by Feenstra et al. (2005). Trade flows for 1995-2005 are
taken from the BACI database prepared by researchers at CEPII (Gaulier and Zignago (2010)).
In the overlapping years 1995-2000 I take a weighted average of bilateral trade flows from both
sources (which are very highly correlated). To map the trade data at the 4-digit SITC level into
two tradable sectors, agriculture and manufacturing, I start with the SITC to ISIC concordance
from WITS and subject it to some minor adjustments.

Bilateral trade shares are computed as follows:

πKji = XKji

V AKjβ
−1
K + IMPKj − EXPKj

, (15)

where XKji is the U.S. $ value of imports of goods in sector K by country j from i, V AKj is value
added in industry K in j expressed in U.S. dollars, IMPKj and EXPKj are total imports and
exports, respectively, to all other countries that are in the sample in the year of the calculation.
The denominator in (15) represents the total absorption in j in sector K. Since I have consistent
data on VA while the trade data is measured at the gross output level, I calculate the value of gross
production by dividing the VA by the share of VA in gross output βK . I calculate those shares as
the median share of VA in gross output for the subsample of countries for which I have the required
data (EU KLEMS subsample) and find βA = 0.50, βM = 0.33, βS = 0.57. Imports from home are
computed as XKjj = V AKjβ

−1
K −EXPKj which ensures that the import shares sum to one for each

country. Trade flows and VA series are also used to compute the overall trade deficit of a country
relative to its nominal GDP through the formula:19

δit = IMPAit − EXPAit + IMPMit − EXPMit

V AAi + V AMi + V ASi
. (16)

Finally, aggregate data (such as GDP at constant international prices and the level of exchange
rates) is taken from version 7.0 of the Penn World Table (Heston et al. (2011)).

3.2 Identifying Wedges

As the first step of my calibration procedure I determine the magnitude of the intersectoral distor-
tions. In the model labor is the only factor of production. Consequently, payments to labor in a
sector are equal to sectoral value added and hence VA per worker measures the sectoral wage and
the sectoral VMPL. The labor wedge in the model is thus equal to relative value added per worker.

the time series of productivity that can be attributed to to nominal exchange rate volatility and business-cycle output
fluctuations in the data.

19In accordance with the model this formula treats services as nontradable. Data on international trade in services
for a broad range of countries is very limited but the situation is likely to improve in the future as attempts to measure
bilateral flow of services are on the rise. For the period under consideration in this paper trade in service represents
about 20% of world trade.
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In taking the model to the data I keep this simple mapping from VA and employment to wedges
by calculating the wedge in sector K ∈ {A, S} as

ξKi = V AKi/LKi
V AMi/LMi

, (17)

where V AKi is the measured sectoral VA and LKi is measured sectoral employment level. I therefore
take the differences in VA per worker in the data as an evidence for the intersectoral distortions to
the allocation of labor.

This choice is justified by the fact that in the data VA measures include factor taxes but exclude
output taxes. Thus if homogenous labor was truly the only factor of production then (17) would
capture the relative labor costs and VMPL across sectors. In reality, there are reasons other than
labor distortions that could explain why VA shares and labor shares might diverge. A natural
alternative explanation is differences in factor intensity across sectors. In Appendix D I show
that in a model with common Cobb-Douglas technology in capital and labor across countries the
labor wedge would simply be proportional to the wedge as measured in (17), with the factor of
proportionality given by the relative factor shares. However, at the level of aggregation used in this
paper factor intensity differences are likely not very large. In Appendix D I also show that in a
subsample of countries for which data from a recent WIOD database is available wedges based on VA
per worker are on average very similar and highly correlated to wedges based on labor compensation
per hour worked, which should control for differences in factor intensity and hours worked across
sectors. Moreover, under the standard assumption that factor shares are common across countries
and stable over time, differences in factor intensity across sectors alone can not explain the cross
sectional and time-series variation in wedges (17).

It might also be the case that differences in value added per worker reflect differences in levels of
human capital per worker across sectors, an issue abstracted from by my model with homogeneous
labor. In Appendix D I calculate wedges based on labor compensation per hour worked within
three skill groups for the subsample of countries with WIOD data. Only 15% of the size of average
implied labor distortion between agriculture and manufacturing is eliminated once we control for
skill levels in this crude fashion.

By attributing the differences in VA per worker entirely to distortions to labor allocation in this
study I likely somewhat overstate the magnitude of distortions. But differences in value marginal
product of labor across sectors appear to be a robust feature of the data not specific to my simple
way of measuring wedges. In more detailed cross-sectional studies Vollrath (2009) and Gollin et al.
(2012) document the prevalence of such implied inefficiencies in developing countries. The latter
paper, in particular, concludes that large productivity gaps between agriculture and nonagriculture
(wedges in my terminology) remain in their dataset after they take into account a number of
measurement issues.20 Finally, the methodology I develop below can be implemented for any values

20Controlling for hours work and quality of human capital in their dataset lowers the average size of the wedge by
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of wedges. While presenting the findings of key counterfactuals I thus discuss their sensitivity to
alternative assumptions about the magnitude of distortions.

3.3 Calculating Sectoral Productivity Levels

Having already determined the wedges, I now solve for sectoral labor productivity levels using the
market clearing conditions of the model and observed data on employment, value added, trade
flows and aggregate productivity. Aggregate productivity in the model is measured in the same
way as in the Penn World Tables using Geary-Khamis international prices. The discussion for now
will assume that the preference parameters {αK , γK , cK} have been fixed. Calibration of those
parameters will be discussed in Section 3.4.

What exactly is understood by labor productivity needs some explanation. In the model, the
production functions were specified for gross output, not value added. So, first, we can define the
“multi-factor” productivity as

BKi ≡ Γ−1
K T

1/θK
Ki π

−1/θK
Kii , (18)

where πKii is the share of expenditure on sector K that goes to the domestic producers in country
i. In a closed economy πKii = 1 and BKi would simply be the average efficiency zKi (h) across
the intermediate goods producers. In an open economy only varieties with sufficiently high effi-
ciency are produced domestically and the rest is imported. Multi-factor productivity (18) captures
this selection effect: holding the state of domestic technology fixed, an increase in import penetra-
tion displaces the least productive domestic producers and leads to higher measured multi-factor
productivity.21 Using the general equilibrium structure of the model it can be then shown that

BKi =
(
wKi
PKi

)βK
.

Having defined the multi-factor productivity, we can use the fact that value added is a constant
share βK of gross output in industry K and define labor productivity as

AKi ≡ B1/βK
Ki = wKi

PKi
. (19)

Observe that conditional on wages there is a one-to-one mapping between sectoral price levels and
sectoral labor productivities in the model. Hence “solving for labor productivities” and “solving for
price levels” are used interchangeably.

Key to the calibration are the market clearing conditions (9)-(10). The basic idea is to treat
them as a function of observed quantities and use them to solve for sectoral prices and wages. To

40%. Their starting point has data of lower quality than I use in this paper, however.
21Finicelli et al. (2013) show that (18) is the appropriate measure of MFP in the Eaton and Kortum (2002) model.
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pin down wages and productivity levels across countries, the model matches the following quantities
by design:

i) Sectoral employment levels LKi

ii) Sectoral nominal value added V AKi

iii) Trade flows in agriculture and manufacturing XAji, XMji

iv) Aggregate productivity (real GDP per worker) yi.

The data on sectoral employment, VA and trade flows is sufficient to calculate wage levels in the
model. To calibrate sectoral productivity levels, I need some extra information and this is where
the data on aggregate productivity becomes useful. To see why it is the case, let EKj denote
per worker final consumption expenditure on aggregate output of sector K. The market clearing
conditions (9)-(10) and the corresponding budget constraint of agents in country i can then be
written conveniently as

wKiξKiLKi =
∑
j

πKji {(1− βK)wKjξKjLKj + βKLjEKj} , K ∈ {A, M}

wMiξSiLSi = (1− βS)wMiξSiLMj + βSLiESi (20)∑
K

EKi = wMi (ξAiLAi + LMi + ξSiLSi) (1 + δi) /Li.

With wedges {ξAi, ξSi} given by (17), trade shares {πAji, πMji} computed as in (15) and deficits
as a share of GDP {δi} computed as in (16), it can be verified that the solution for manufacturing
wages and expenditures solving the above system of equations in terms of observable quantities (i)
- (iii) is given by:22

wMi = V AMi/LMi

EKi =

V AKi +
∑
j

XKij −
∑
j

XKji

 /Li. (21)

Now we need to find three sectoral price levels
{
PAj , PMj , PSj

}
for each country j. To pin down

those 3N prices, I impose 3N restrictions that prices must satisfy. The first set of restrictions on
prices is that given those prices consumers must optimally choose sectoral expenditures calculated in

22Nominal variables are rescaled in every year so that manufacturing wage in the US equals one.
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(21). Stated formally, sectoral prices must solve the following sectoral expenditure share equations:

EKj∑
k Ekj

= 1∑
k Ekj

PKcK +
(∑

k

Ekj − PAjcA

) γK

(∑
k
Ekj−PAjcA
PK

)αK
∑
k γk

(∑
k
Ekj−PAjcA
Pk

)αk
 . (22)

Because expenditure shares sum to one, this restriction gives only two independent equations for
each country. To find three sectoral prices per country we therefore need additional restrictions.
The additional set of restrictions is provided by the data on aggregate productivity - target (iv)
above.

The empirical measure of aggregate labor productivity I use is real GDP per worker yi. It is
constructed as PPP-adjusted GDP from PWT 7.0 divided by total employment Li. To be consistent
with that empirical metric, I calculate the corresponding real GDP in the model using methodology
that is analogous to one applied in the development of the PWT. In order to do that, I first choose
a reference year - 1995 - in which to compute the Geary-Khamis international prices for aggregate
sectoral outputs that are used to compare real GDP across countries and over time. Given nominal
VA (wKiLKi) and the price index (PKi) we can calculate the real value added in sector K in country
i as qKi = wKiLKi/PKi. The Geary-Khamis price of good K is then

pK =
N∑
i=1

qKitR∑N
j=1 qKjtR

PKitR
pitR

, (23)

where pitR is the PPP price level in country i in the reference year defined as

pitR =
∑
K PKitRqKitR∑
K pKqKitR

. (24)

Equations (23)-(24) are solved simultaneously for PPP price levels pitR and international prices pK .
The restriction on prices in the reference year is then that the resulting relative real GDP per

worker in the model equal their PWT equivalents. Specifically, real GDP per worker relative to the
US for any country j must satisfy ∑

K pKqKjtR/LjtR∑
K pKqKUStR/LUStR

= yjtR
yUStR

. (25)

In addition, sectoral prices are normalized to one in the US in the reference year.23

To summarize this procedure, in the reference year we solve for sectoral prices
{
PAjtR , PMjtR

, PSjtR

}
such that expenditure share equations (22) and relative real GDP equations (25) are satisfied for
all countries.

In all other years equation (25) is replaced by a restriction that growth of real GDP per worker
23This normalization is a convenient choice of units in which goods are measured. It is equivalent to, e.g., setting

the mean of productivity draws T 1/θK
KUStR

in the US in the reference year to a particular value.
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between 1995 and year t, evaluated in the model using reference year Geary-Khamis prices, must
match the growth of real GDP per worker in the data for each country:∑

K pKqKit/Lit∑
K pKqKitR/LitR

= yjt
yjtR

. (26)

For any year t 6= tR we therefore solve for sectoral prices
{
PAjt, PMjt , PSjt

}
satisfying (22) and

(26) for all countries present in the sample in year t.
The final output of the procedure described in this subsection is a set of sectoral wages and

prices (and hence sectoral labor productivity levels by (19)) such that the model matches the data
on sectoral employment levels, trade flows, nominal VA and aggregate real GDP for all years and all
countries in the sample. The data on sectoral productivity growth, which is not matched directly,
will be used to pin down the remaining parameters of the model in the next subsection.

3.4 Calibration of Preference Parameters

In the previous subsection sectoral productivities were identified in part using expenditure shares
stemming from the augmented CDES functional form of preferences. I now describe how the
preference parameters {αK , γK , cK}K∈{A,M,S} used in that calculation are chosen. In essence, I
pick the preference parameters using the model’s prediction for sectoral labor productivity growth
over time. Under the assumption that the difference between productivity growth in the model and
the data is the result of measurement error, I choose the preference parameters to minimize a GMM
function of the sample correlation between this measurement error and observed variables.

First, some restrictions on admissible parameters are provided by consumer theory and imposed
normalizations. To ensure that consumer preferences described by the CDES indirect utility function
are well-behaved we need the following restrictions: αK ≥ −1, γK > 0,

∑
K γK = 1.24 In line with

the long demand estimation tradition, I allow for subsistence consumption in agriculture cA ≥ 0 but
set cM = cS = 0. The equilibrium conditions in the reference year provide some further restrictions
on the admissible parameter combinations. The expenditure shares equations (22) in the case of
the US take the form

EKUS∑
k EkUS

= 1∑
k EkUS

[
cK +

(∑
k

EkUS − cA

)
γK (

∑
k EkUS − cA)αK∑

k γk (
∑
k EkUS − cA)αk

]
, (27)

since I normalize PKUS = 1 in the reference year as a choice of units. Preference parameters
must be such that optimally chosen sectoral expenditures of U.S. households are consistent with
expenditures EKUS (which reflect the data and do not depend on preference parameters). Given
{αA, αM , αS , cA} preference weights {γA, γM , γS} are pinned down by U.S. expenditure shares
(27) for two sectors and a normalization γA + γM + γS = 1.

24See Jensen et al. (2011).
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This leaves four consumer preference parameters {αA, αM , αS , cA} to be chosen. Those pa-
rameters are determined using the general equilibrium predictions of the model for sectoral labor
productivity growth. Those quantities are chosen for calibration because relative productivities play
a prominent role in theories of structural transformation and they can be computed in a consistent
way from the available data on employment, nominal value added and price deflators.25

The mechanics of the calibration are as follows.26 For any candidate parameter vector ω =
{αA, αM , αS , cA} I can follow the steps described in the previous subsection and calculate sectoral
labor productivities for each year in which country i appears in the sample:

Ait (ω) = {AAit (ω) , AMit (ω) , ASit (ω)} .

Denote by til and tif the last and first year that country i is present in the sample. Then calculate the

annualized average log growth of AKit as gKi (ω) = 1
ti
l
−ti
f

log
(
A
Kiti

l
(ω)

A
Kiti

f
(ω)

)
. Similarly, let gdKi denote

the log growth of labor productivity computed in the data. Sectoral productivity series in the data
are calculated using sectoral producer price deflators that are likely to suffer from measurement
error. Consequently, there will necessarily be a discrepancy between the model’s predictions for
sectoral productivity growth and the data. That observation can be stated as

gdKi = gKi (ω0) + εKi, K ∈ {A, M, S} ,

where ω0 is the true data-generating value of the parameter vector. The key assumption is that εKi
is a mean-zero random measurement error. The moment conditions I use can be written as

E
[
x

(m)
Ki εKi

]
= 0, K ∈ {A, M, S} , m = 1, ..., 3, (28)

where the instruments xK for sector K log productivity growth include a constant, log growth in
sector K employment and log growth in expenditure share of sector K (all growth rates on an
annualized basis). The sample size is n = N c, where N c is the total number of countries appearing
in the sample. The vector of sample analogs of moment conditions (28) is given by

hn (ω) =

 1
n

n∑
j=1

x
(1)
Aj

(
gdAj − gAj (ω)

)
...

1
n

n∑
j=1

x
(3)
Sj

(
gdSj − gSj (ω)

)′ .
I then seek the parameter vector that minimizes the following objective function:

ω̂ = arg min
ω

n · hn (ω)′Whn (ω) . (29)

25I focus on long-run growth rather than on annual changes to best capture the secular trends associated with the
process of structural change.

26More detailed description of the calibration algorithm can be found in Appendix B.
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I use an identity matrix as the weighting matrix (W = I9) during the numerical optimization.27

4 Quantitative Assessment of Calibrated Model

In this section I summarize the implications of the calibrated model for patterns of demand and
intersectoral labor distortions. Knowledge of these patterns is helpful for understanding the results
of the key counterfactuals in Section 5.

4.1 Properties of Demand and Model Fit

I begin by discussing the calibrated preference parameters and illustrating how the model with those
parameters fits the data.

The first panel of Table 1 presents the calibrated values of the preference parameters. The
second panel makes those parameters easier to interpret by casting them in terms of income, price
and substitution elasticities averaged across countries in the reference year. Three observations are
noteworthy. First, both income and substitution effects are important for matching the time series
patterns of structural transformation for a broad range of countries. The strength of nonhomo-
theticity is demonstrated by large differences in income elasticities across sectors. Importance of
substitution channel is underlined by the fact that all elasticities of substitution are significantly
below unity. In fact, σAM is negative, an outcome impossible with, e.g., CES preferences.28 Second,
demand for agricultural goods is very inelastic with respect to both income and prices (own and
of other goods). Third, to put the importance of the subsistence requirement cA in perspective,
satisfying that requirement takes on average 6.0% of total expenditure in 1995, with a low of 0.4%
for Denmark and a high of 26.4% for India. For the poorest countries in the sample the calibrated
model gives per capita consumption in agriculture not much higher than cA. On average cA accounts
for 57.8% of consumption per capita in agriculture in 1995.

Figure 1 provides a useful summary of how well the model with the calibrated preference param-
eters fits the data. This figure shows the annualized growth rates of labor productivity predicted
by the model and calculated in the data.29 Minimizing the distance between the two was one of
the key objectives targeted by the calibration strategy described in the previous section. As the
figure illustrates, there is a close correspondence between the model and the data, with a correlation

27This calibration procedure can be thought of as a first stage of a nonlinear GMM estimation. However, since I
do not calculate standard errors I prefer to call it calibration rather than estimation. Calculating standard errors
would require making strong assumptions on the covariance structure of errors. Since I am not interested in testing
hypotheses about preference parameters per se and the qualitative results of the paper are not very sensitive to modest
changes in those parameters I focus on the calibration exercise only.

28The extra flexibility allowed by CDES preferences does matter. Calibrating a version of the model with augmented
CES preferences would lead to a corner solution with Leontief preferences (equivalent to αA = αM = αS = −1) which
implies no substitution possibilities across sectors whatsoever.

29Note that since countries enter and leave the sample at various dates the time interval over which the changes in
Figure 1 are calculated vary by country.
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coefficient 0.81 for AA , 0.85 for AM and 0.92 for AS .
As another way of assessing the general validity of the model, I consider the model’s implica-

tions for variables not targeted directly by the calibration. In Appendix E I show that the model’s
predictions for the cross-sectional distribution of sectoral labor productivities are in line with inde-
pendently available evidence.

4.2 Intersectoral Labor Distortions

Distortions to the allocation of labor across sectors take a prominent role in my analysis. In this
subsection I summarize the patterns of wedges observed in my dataset.

Recall that in my baseline specification the wedge in agriculture (services) is measured simply as
value added per worker in agriculture (services) relative to value added per worker in manufacturing.
For illustration, Figure 2 plots the wedges in agriculture and services against real income in the
reference year 1995. Despite substantial variation in the level of wedges across countries, some
patterns can be distilled from the data presented in Figure 2. First, the levels of ξAi are below unity
for all countries except for Hungary, with the geometric mean of 0.38. Measured in domestic prices,
VA per worker generated in agriculture is universally low relative to industry. That is not true for
services in general: while the geometric mean of ξSi is a little below unity at 0.83, there are many
countries where a worker generates more value in services than in manufacturing. Looking at the
relationship between the level of wedges and aggregate productivity, the correlation between ξAi and
the logarithm of real GDP per worker is 0.53 and statistically significant. In contrast, the wedge in
services is uncorrelated with income in the reference year. However, since values both higher and
lower then one represent distortions in the model, it is also appropriate to look at the behavior of
the deviations of wedges from unity over the income distribution. Defining ζKi = |ξKi − 1| I find
a statistically significant negative correlation (-0.54) between ζAi and real income. Moreover, the
negative correlation (-0.27) between deviations in services and real income is now significant at the
0.1 level.

To investigate the correlations between the level of wedges and aggregate productivity beyond
the reference year, I estimate separately for agriculture and services the following equation:

xKit = λK ln yit + ιKt + εKit,

where ln yit is the logarithm of real GDP per worker, ιKt is a year fixed effect and xKit is either
a wedge level ξKit or its deviation from unity ζKit. Results presented in columns 1-4 of Table 2
show the same pattern as in the reference year: the level of the agricultural wedge is positively
correlated with income and the magnitude of the distortion in both sectors is negatively correlated
with income. These correlations between distortions and income are cross-sectional in nature:
adding country fixed effects to columns 1-4 would render income statistically insignificant in all four
specifications.
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The finding that my baseline measure of VMPL is generally low in agriculture relative to
manufacturing is crucial for understanding the relationship between the sectoral composition of
net exports and the gains from trade discussed in Section 5.2. The finding that the magnitude
of distortions is generally larger in poorer countries helps to account for large gains from abetting
distortions in those countries calculated in Section 5.4.

5 Counterfactuals

In this section I use counterfactual simulations of the calibrated model to answer the core question of
the paper: how do domestic distortions affect the welfare gains from trade? In addition, I explore the
implications of intersectoral labor distortions for trade policy. To measure welfare changes between
different equilibria, I use percentage increase in expenditure required to make the representative
agent indifferent between the original equilibrium and the new one (i.e., equivalent variation relative
to the original expenditure level). The details on how exactly the counterfactual scenarios are
calculated are presented in Appendix C.1.30 Results are reported below for the reference year 1995
but the patterns I highlight are robust throughout the sample period.

5.1 Aggregate Trade Deficits

The model is calibrated to match the overall trade deficit relative to country’s GDP in every year.
The first counterfactual exercise I report involves eliminating aggregate trade deficits in all countries,
that is setting δ′i = 0.31 On top of being interesting in its own right, there is another reason why
this counterfactual is presented first. Some subsequent experiments involve closing economies to
international trade in order to illustrate differential responses to some hypothetical change under
autarky and with trade. Since closed economies cannot have trade deficits and trade deficits have a
direct impact on consumers’ welfare, the open economies will have the aggregate deficits removed as
well to make sure that any welfare differences are not due to the divergence of final expenditure from
income that international trade enables. The starting point for most comparisons will therefore be
not the benchmark equilibrium calculated in the previous section but the counterfactual equilibrium
that eliminates aggregate deficits.

The first panel of Figure 3 plots the percentage increase in welfare due to eliminating aggregate
trade imbalances against the scale of these deficits in 1995. There is a tight inverse relationship:

30To conduct the counterfactual simulations I need to specify the values of the parameters θA, θM governing the
dispersion of Frechet productivity draws. For dispersion in manufacturing I choose θM = 5, a value between the 4.12
estimated by Simonovska and Waugh (2011) and 8.28 which is often used as benchmark following the original Eaton
and Kortum (2002) specification. Estimates for agriculture are scarce, hence I also set θA = 5 as a focal number close
to 4.8 estimated by Xu (2011).

31Trade need not to be balanced sector-by-sector, however. Sectoral trade deficits adjust endogenously to be
consistent with balanced aggregate trade.
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the burden of eliminating trade deficit is close to proportional to the size of the required transfer.32

Panels 2-4 show the corresponding changes in sectoral labor shares. Eliminating imbalances in
deficit countries requires reallocating resources from nontradable services to tradable sectors. For
example, to eliminate the U.S. deficit of 1.8% of GDP, 1.3% of the labor force would move from
services to manufacturing and 0.2% from services to agriculture. As a result of the transfer welfare
of American consumers would fall by 1.7%. These patterns are similar to what Dekle et al. (2008)
find using a model with one tradable sector without distortions, which suggests that the equilibrium
without aggregate trade imbalances can safely be used as a starting point for further counterfactuals.

5.2 Gains From Trade

In this subsection I demonstrate the quantitative importance of intersectoral distortions for the
magnitude of the welfare gains from trade. The first column of Table 3 lists the baseline gains from
trade GFT , expressed in percentage terms, calculated using my model for all countries present in
the sample in 1995.33 For comparison, the last columns shows the corresponding gains from trade
GFTND that would be obtained in a standard model that abstracts from intersectoral distortions.34

Table 3 shows that the impact of distortions on the gains from trade is very heterogeneous across
countries. In particular, it need not be the case that gains from trade are lower in the presence of
distortions. In a second best world with frictions any outcome is possible and, in fact, for almost
half of countries gains from trade are higher in the model with domestic distortions. It need not
even be the case that the most distorted countries have lower gains from trade, as an example of
heavily distorted China illustrates. At the world level, introducing distortions does not have clear
implications for global welfare.35

To better understand the impact of domestic distortions, it is useful to start with the following
approximation to GFT , based on (13):

32For a few countries with largest trade imbalances the counterfactual equilibrium can therefore differ substantially
from the observed benchmark equilibrium. E.g., after eliminating surplus of 15.1% of GDP in Ireland, labor previously
generating this surplus (implicitly equipped with other factors, some of them foreign-owned in reality) would on average
be producing for domestic consumption, increasing welfare of Irish consumers by 16.1%.

33Details of the calculation: let T and A superscripts denote variables in the trade equilibrium (with aggregate
deficits removed) and in autarky equilibrium, respectively. I first compute the per capita expenditure level Ěj
at which consumers in country j would be indifferent between staying in trade equilibrium or moving to autarky
by solving V

(
PTAj , P

T
Mj , P

T
Sj , Ěj

)
= V

(
PAAj , P

A
Mj , P

A
Sj , E

A
j

)
. Then I define the losses from moving to autarky as

LFAj ≡ Ěj/ETj and the gains from trade as GFTj ≡ 1−LFAj . GFTj reported in Table 3 are expressed in percentage
terms.

34In order to calculate GFTND, I recalibrate the model to match the data on sectoral VA and trade flows, similarly
as in my baseline calibration. However, in the absence of labor wedges the standard model does not match sectoral
employment levels because employment shares are now determined by VA shares. I keep preference parameters at the
values from the baseline calibration.

35Measured by simple or population-weighted mean across countries, the standard model overstates the gains from
trade. However, calculating welfare changes in terms of global equivalent variation results in slightly higher gains from
trade in a world with distortions. The effect of distortions on global gains from trade is also theoretically ambiguous.
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where α =
∑
K αKe

T
K is the expenditure-weighted average of CDES preference parameters αK . G̃FT

essentially approximates the nonhomothetic CDES preferences with homothetic CES with elasticity
of substitution 1 +α. Numerically, G̃FT provides an excellent approximation to GFT .36 G̃FT can
be decomposed into the labor reallocation channel Υ and the term ˜LFAND denoting the losses from
moving to autarky in a model without intersectoral distortions and with CES preferences. Writing
GFTND ≡ 1 − LFAND and using a similar CES approximation leads to LFAND ≈ ˜LFAND.
Therefore the relationship between gains from trade in models with and without wedges can be
very well approximated as (c.f. (12)):

GFTj ≈ 1−Υj

(
1−GFTNDj

)
.

The gains from trade will be overstated by the standard model if Υj > 1, i.e. if after opening
to trade labor moves towards sectors in which producers face relatively low wages. Since those
sectors would have inefficiently high employment in autarky to begin with, trade tends to magnify
the effect of domestic intersectoral distortions in these cases. Recall from Section 4.2 that ξA < 1
almost universally. Given this empirical pattern of wedges, Υ > 1 occurs primarily if employment
in agriculture is larger in the trade equilibrium than in the hypothetical autarky. This can be seen
in Table 3 by looking at column 7, which reports Υ, and columns 2-4 which report the response of
sectoral labor shares to opening to trade.

The labor reallocation measure Υj as written above depends on the unobserved counterfactual
autarky allocation. However, recall from (13) that in the CES approximation Υ can be expressed
only in terms of data observed in the trade equilibrium: wedges ξK , deficit intensities δTK and
variables used to calculate ˜LFAND. In the empirically relevant case when sectoral expenditure
shares do not change much between autarky and trade equilibria, the formula I obtain implies that
Υ > 1 if (1− ξA) δTA < 0. Since ξA < 1 overwhelmingly in the data, frictionless model would
overpredict the gains from trade for countries with large agricultural surpluses relative to their
GDP (and consequently large manufacturing deficits with balanced aggregate trade). The negative
relationship between the sign of δTA and value of Υ can be seen in Table 3 by comparing columns 5 and
7. To illustrate this point more clearly, Figure 4 plots the mean gains from trade in the model with
and without distortions by quartile of agricultural deficit relative to GDP in 1995. The standard
model generates a slightly U-shaped pattern. In that model gains from trade depend only on how

36Regression of GFT on G̃FT gives a very precisely estimated coefficient of 1.02 and an R2 of 0.999 in 1995. The
corresponding means are 4.73% and 4.57%.
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much a country trades: ˜LFAND depends on sectoral trade intensities πKjj weighted by sectoral
expenditure shares. Since countries with large deficits in either agriculture or manufacturing tend
to trade a lot, GFTND are high for countries at both ends of the spectrum of agricultural deficit
to GDP ratio. This is in stark contrast to gains from trade in the baseline model with distortions,
which on average rise in the agricultural deficit to GDP ratio. Consequently, the difference between
GFT and GFTND is robustly rising with the magnitude of observed agricultural deficits. For the
first quartile of agricultural deficit to GDP ratio, GFT are on average 8.9 p.p. lower than GFTND

in 1995, while for the highest quartile they are 1.5 p.p. higher. Put bluntly, the existing workhorse
trade models significantly overpredict the gains from trade for large net exporters of agricultural
goods, while underpredicting the gains from trade for manufacturing net exporters. In the second-
best world with domestic intersectoral distortions gains from trade depend not only on how much
you trade; what you export matters as well.

For some countries in the sample my model predicts overall losses from trade. This can happen
in my framework if the losses from perverse labor reallocation outweigh the standard gains from the
availability of cheaper foreign goods. In contrast, in all main workhorse models of international trade
absolute gains from trade are assured.37 While losses from trade are not common (less than 20%
of observations), my calculations show that they can occur in a realistically calibrated quantitative
model.38

The formula for G̃FT given in (30) can be also used to shed light on the importance of distortions
for gains from trade in another way. The decomposition of the variance of the logarithm of Υ ·˜LFAND for 1995 shows that 0.62 of the variance can be attributed to the variance of the logarithm
of the labor reallocation component Υ, 0.48 to the variance of the logarithm of the no-distortions
component ˜LFAND, and -0.10 to their covariance. The contribution of Υ is somewhat mitigated if
the extreme results are omitted from the analysis. Ignoring the highest 5% and lowest 5% of the
GFT , the contribution of Υ is 0.53, ˜LFAND is responsible for 0.80 of the variance, and -0.33 can be
attributed to their covariance. But overall the labor reallocation channel emphasized in this paper
is clearly quantitatively important for understanding the cross-sectional variance of the gains from
trade.

The numbers reported above correspond to my baseline specification which attributes differences
in value added per worker across sectors entirely to intersectoral distortions. I now explore the
sensitivity of results on the size of the gains from trade to alternative measures of distortions.
For this purpose, Figure 5 plots the difference between the gains from trade with various levels
of wedges and the frictionless case.39 To ease comparison, the first panel of Figure 5 shows this

37If Υj = 1 then positive gains from trade are assured since ˜LFANDj < 1 necessarily.
38In the model there are two frictions: intersectoral labor distortions and trade costs. There is a qualitative difference

between them in that the former is a pure distortion while the latter is a real cost. This distinction is not critical
for the possibility of losses from trade: in theory, a country with domestic intersectoral distortions might lose from
costless international trade.

39For a given level of wedges I resolve the model holding preference parameters constant as in the baseline calibration.
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difference for the baseline case. In the second panel the baseline wedges are adjusted for possible
differences across sectors in labor intensity and hours worked. To make this adjustment, I use the
information on the share of labor compensation of employees in value added and on hours worked
per worker by sector for a subsample of countries appearing in the WIOD database. The raw
adjusted correction term is then projected on real GDP per worker and a time trend in order to
calculate the predicted correction for all countries in the sample, allowing for the possibility that
differences in factor intensities and hours worked across sectors might be systematically related to
country’s level of development. This adjustment dampens the difference between the distorted and
frictionless models, but the qualitative picture is the same - the frictionless model still overstates
the gains from trade for countries specialized in agricultural exports and understates them for net
exporters of manufactured goods. Moreover, the magnitude of the difference between models is still
substantial, especially for the first quartile of the agricultural trade to deficit ratio, in which case it
still stands at almost 4 percentage points.

In the next sensitivity check I simply assume that true distortions are only half as large as
calculated in the baseline case. The baseline wedge ξ0

Kj is thus replaced with a weighted average of
ξ0
Kj and unity (no distortion) by setting ξKj = 0.5ξ0

Kj + 0.5, simultaneously for both wedges and
all countries. The third panel of Figure 5 illustrates that the sectoral composition of net exports
still strongly affects the size of the gains of trade relative to the frictionless model. With distortions
half as large as in the baseline case the model completely abstracting from intersectoral distortions
would overpredict the gains from trade for the countries in the first quartile of agricultural deficit
to GDP ratio by almost 2 p.p. on average.40

In the last panel of Figure 5 I consider an extreme correction that neutralizes the overall level
of distortions. Specifically, this case assumes that there are no intersectoral distortions on average
across countries. I calculate the level level of wedges in country j as ξKj=ξ0

Kj/ξ
0
K , where ξ0

K is
the geometric mean of ξKj across countries. Thus distortions are only identified from deviation of
the baseline wedge from the geometric mean. Since this sensitivity check assumes that the value
marginal product of labor is the same in all sectors on average (despite the evidence to the contrary),
it is no longer true that being a net exporter in agriculture lowers the gains from trade relative
to the frictionless model. Now we need to check how strongly the gains from trade are affected
by specializing in exports of the low VMPL sector (which can happen to be either agriculture or
manufacturing). As the figure illustrates, countries in the first quartile of trade deficit in low VMPL

sector to GDP ratio experience gains from trade on average over 2 p.p. smaller than predicted by
the standard model.
See also footnote 34. Note that this calculation assumes alternative levels of distortions to be present in the actual
world. A distinct though experiment would be to solve the model under baseline wedges and then use counterfactual
simulations with respect to wedges to ask what the gains from trade would be if the wedges had changed.

40Interestingly, to obtain absolute losses from trade the distortions cannot be much smaller than in the baseline
calibration. Reducing distortions by half is enough to guarantee that all countries present in the sample in 1995
benefit from trade.
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Finally, Figure 6 illustrates the sensitivity of the gains from trade to the magnitude of distortions
from a slightly different perspective. In this figure I plot the gains from trade as a function of the
level of agricultural wedge ξA for two countries - Japan, which specializes in manufacturing exports
and Bolivia, a net exporter in agriculture. The relationship between ξA and benefits of trade is
relatively flat when distortions are small but quickly becomes steep (with a negative slope for
Japan and positive for Bolivia) as distortions grow larger.

The robustness exercises presented above demonstrate that the mechanism emphasized in this
paper remains quantitatively important for a plausible range of distortions. Even using much more
conservative measures of distortions than in my baseline specification, the gains from trade are at
least 2 p.p. lower than in a frictionless model for a quarter of countries most specialized in exporting
in their low VMPL sector. This is still a large number relative to the overall level of the gains from
trade obtained in the workhorse quantitative trade models.

5.3 Trade Policy

Moving away from the somewhat abstract comparisons with autarky and into a more policy-relevant
area, I now focus on the effects of local changes in trade frictions.

Since I do not have the data on bilateral tariffs over my sample period, the baseline model
is calibrated assuming only iceberg transport costs.41 In order to study the effects of realistic
trade policies, the model can be extended by treating the bilateral trade cost τKji as consisting
of an iceberg component dKji and an ad-valorem tariff rate tKji, with τKji = dKji (1 + tKji). In
Appendix C.3 I sketch such an extension of the model under the assumption that net tariff revenue
is redistributed lump-sum to households. My framework can be therefore used to perform policy
counterfactuals of the following form: starting in the benchmark equilibrium (with real trade costs
only), what are the effects of imposing import tariffs or subsidies?

First I consider unilateral changes in tariffs. Figure 7 plots the response of welfare to tariffs
and subsidies imposed in agriculture or manufacturing individually for a few selected countries,
where the same tariff/subsidy rate is applied regardless of the foreign source. Each country of those
presented would benefit from unilaterally imposing a tariff in manufacturing and each would gain
from subsidizing imports in agriculture. These partial results carry through to a formal optimization
problem of finding optimal tariffs (tAj , tMj) allowed to differ between sectors but not across sources.
Table 4 shows the optimal trade policy and increase in welfare relative to no-tariff benchmark
for countries from Figure 7. In all cases it would be unilaterally optimal to impose a tariff on
manufactured goods and subsidize agricultural imports, with particularly strong pro-manufacturing
bias of tariffs in less developed countries. The intuition behind this pattern is as follows: intersectoral
distortions typically act as if they were depressing wages faced by producers in agriculture (ξAj < 1

41Taking into account tariff revenue would affect the calculation of sectoral expenditures, and hence sectoral prices
and productivities, given my calibration strategy. However, to the extent that sectoral tariff revenue is small relative
to the overall sectoral expenditure, the impact of incorporating tariffs on productivity estimates would be very limited.
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in almost all countries), leading to higher employment in that sector than optimal. It is therefore
optimal to reallocate some labor from agriculture to manufacturing. Trade policy can be used to
undo some of the labor misallocation - taxing manufacturing imports and subsidizing agricultural
imports achieves the desired reduction in agricultural employment. In terms of magnitude, the
benefits of unilaterally choosing optimal tariffs for a rich and large country like the US are small
at 0.5% of welfare. The stakes are much higher for developing countries - for example China can
gain up to 27.2% from pursuing optimal trade policy. The discussion based on examples presented
in Table 4 is representative of the entire sample. Extending the analysis to all countries, I find
a strong negative correlation between country’s income and its pro-manufacturing bias of optimal
tariffs. Similarly, there is a significant negative correlation between income and the gains from
implementing optimal tariffs.

Trade policy favoring domestic manufacturing often has negative effect on the welfare of other
countries, however. International spillovers of domestic policy can be quantitatively nontrivial. As
an illustration, consider the effects of India unilaterally introducing a 20% manufacturing tariff.
Welfare gains to Indian households from such tariff amount to 1.9%. All other countries in the
world lose from the Indian protectionism, with six countries experiencing losses of more than 0.1%
of welfare. The biggest losers are other poor countries geographically close to India: Sri Lanka,
Vietnam, Thailand, Bangladesh, Indonesia and Malaysia. Imposing a manufacturing tariff causes
the reallocation of Indian labor away from agriculture, but the resulting loss of agricultural produc-
tion must be made up by increased imports in agriculture. Agricultural employment thus rises in
India’s trading partners, with relatively larger increase in countries for which India is a relatively
important destination for agricultural exports. These tend to be geographically close countries.
Since these countries also tend to have low ξA, an increase in agricultural production is associated
with relatively large welfare losses. This example illustrates that manufacturing protectionism is a
beggar-thy-neighbor policy and it is likely to particularly hurt neighboring poor counties.

What would optimal tariffs be in the absence of labor distortions? Calculations using both
no-wedges counterfactual as a starting point and the model recalibrated without distortions suggest
a similar pattern. Unilaterally, it would be optimal for countries to impose a tariff of similar
magnitude in both sectors (about 20%). The optimality of a small positive tariff in one-sector
Eaton and Kortum model was shown by Alvarez and Lucas (2007). Since the size of the optimal
tariff is related to the dispersion parameter θ and in my calibration θA = θM , it is not surprising
that there is little incentive to distort allocation of labor by setting different tariff rates.

I now present reduced form evidence consistent with the finding that due to intersectoral distor-
tions developing countries would want to protect their manufacturing sector rather than agriculture.
Looking directly at statutory tariff rates would be problematic due to the abundance of non-tariff
measures, particularly in agriculture. To measure the relative trade protection in agriculture and
manufacturing I therefore use the recently compiled Distortions to Agricultural Incentives (DAI)
database, described in Anderson and Nelgen (2012). DAI database constructs implied levels of
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protection for individual goods by comparing border prices and domestic producer prices. These
individual Nominal Rates of Assistance (NRA) items are then aggregated to provide Relative Rate
of Assistance (RRA), which summarizes the relative protection offered to producers of tradables in
agriculture and nonagriculture.42 Table 5 presents the results of regressing RRA on the logarithm
of income per worker using a pooled sample. Column 1 controls for year fixed effects and column 2
adds country fixed effects. In both specifications income per worker is significant, indicating that
poor countries in fact offer more trade protection to manufacturing than to agriculture, compared
to rich countries. Moreover, for the poorest countries in the sample NRA in agriculture is often
negative, further suggesting that trade policy has a strong anti-agriculture bias. My framework can
rationalize the existence of such pro-manufacturing bias of trade policy in developing countries.43

The main message of this subsection is thus that the presence of intersectoral distortions might
affect the benefits of pursuing trade policies in a quantitatively important way. In particular,
developing countries might have strong incentives to shelter their manufacturing sector. These
results should not be treated as policy recommendation for protectionism in manufacturing, however,
since they are conditioned on a fixed size of labor wedges. To the extent that the distortions
themselves are partially explained by domestic policy it is likely that reforming those domestic
policies should be preferred to taking the roundabout way of undoing the effects of distortions via
trade policy. Even if reducing sectoral wage differentials directly is not feasible, there might still be
other policy instruments (such as production taxes and subsidies) available that are preferable to
tariffs.44

5.4 Intersectoral Labor Distortions

I now turn to a set of counterfactuals looking at the interactions between intersectoral labor dis-
tortions and international trade from a different perspective. Instead of asking how the presence of
distortions affects the benefits from trade, we can also study a complementary issue of how inter-
national trade affects the benefits of reducing domestic distortions. The answer that emerges from
the analysis below is that trade tends to magnify the impact of distortions.

The first counterfactual involves reducing the calibrated wedges simultaneously in all countries.
Suppose hypothetical institutional and policy reforms succeeded in eliminating half of distortions
in each country, which I model by setting ξ′Kj = (ξKj + 1) /2 for K ∈ {A, S} and for all j. Table 6
reports the average welfare gain from this hypothetical change by quartile of aggregate productivity
in the reference year. The benefits are strongly declining in income: whereas welfare of households

42Loosely speaking, Nominal Rate of Assistance for good k is calculated as NRAk = producer pricek

border pricek

− 1. Relative

Rate of Assistance is then defined as RRA = 1+NRAagr

1+NRAnonagr
− 1.

43Of course, there are other potential explanation for the manufacturing bias, such as political economy considera-
tions from which this paper abstracts.

44The theoretical validity of that point in a simpler model was shown in an important paper by Bhagwati and
Ramaswami (1963).
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in the least developed countries rises on average by an impressive 18.3%, the gain for the richest
group is a trivial 0.2%. Since proportional reductions in distortions mean bigger absolute change
for bigger wedges, the ranking of gains should not be surprising in light of the pattern of distortions
declining in income documented in Section 4.2.

To illustrate the importance international trade plays in enabling large gains for developing
countries the next exercise considers the same reduction of labor wedges but undertaken in a closed
economy. More precisely, starting in a counterfactual closed economy equilibrium with the same
wedges as in the benchmark calibration I ask what would happen if we halved the distortions. In
that case (all results in Table 6) the consequences for welfare are minimal for all countries, with
average gain between 0.1% for the richest quartile and 0.3% for the first quartile.

Why are the benefits for poor countries so much smaller in autarky? The main effect of lowering
distortions in a closed economy is the change in relative prices of sectoral outputs following from the
change in relative labor costs. However, consumer’s preferences in the calibrated model allow little
substutitability in consumption across sectors as was emphasized in discussing the elasticities in
Table 1. Since changes in relative prices induce only minor adjustment in consumption patterns the
labor allocation also changes little in the closed economy. With neither consumption nor production
adjusting much in response to lowering labor distortions the welfare effects of that experiment are
very modest. In contrast, with international trade an increase in the agricultural wage relative
to manufacturing wage leads to the substitution of imports for domestic production in agriculture
and associated outflow of labor from the least productive agricultural sector. Table 6 reports that
the share of workers in agriculture in the first quartile falls in response to the hypothetical wedge
reduction by 17.7 p.p. with trade but remains virtually unchanged in autarky. Thus despite still
limited changes in consumption patterns poor countries can realize substantial gains due to the
reallocation of production across sectors.

So far I have considered reducing both distortions by the same factor. We can also study the
effects of mitigating only one distortion even though such an experiment could actually increase the
distortion measured as deviation of wAj/wSj from unity in some cases. Nevertheless, the results of
counterfactuals halving one distortion at a time (still Table 6) reveal that it is the distortion between
the tradable sectors that matters quantitatively. Reducing the wedge between manufacturing and
services by itself yields average welfare gain of less than 0.2% for all income groups.

The counterfactuals described above involve simultaneous proportional reduction in distortions
in all countries. What happens if only one country mitigates its domestic distortions? Contrasting
the two scenarios is a useful way to illustrate the global consequences of actions taken at a country
level. To give a concrete example, India gains 3.3% in welfare terms if it reduces its distortions by
half along with other countries. If it is the only country halving distortions then its welfare rises by
a much higher 13.9%. The larger gain reflects more labor reallocation taking place in the unilateral
experiment: the share of labor in agriculture in India falls from 0.64 to 0.61 if there is a global
reduction in distortions and to 0.49 if reduction occurs in India only. Large gains for India come at
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a cost of welfare losses in other countries, however. In fact, all other countries except Hungary lose
from India’s unilateral reduction, with losses in 8 countries larger than 1% of welfare. The identity
of the biggest losers, and the underlying logic behind their losses is the same as in the discussion
of India unilaterally imposing a manufacturing tariff. In both cases agricultural production shifts
from India to (mostly) neighboring countries which lose from the movement of labor into their
relatively unproductive sector. These examples thus also illustrate international complementarity of
domestic policies: reducing distortions (or sheltering manufacturing with tariffs) becomes relatively
more important if other countries (and your major trading partners in particular) reduce their own
distortions (or increase protection of their industrial sectors).

An interesting question concerns the optimal size of distortions. Implicit in the discussion is
the notion that equalizing sectoral wages is optimal. Strictly speaking, it is only true in the closed
economy where there is no reason to distort the allocation of labor. The trading equilibrium is in
the realm of second-best world, however, due to transport costs and distortions in other countries.
Thus if the size of domestic wedges is partially determined by policy (recall the tax interpretation
of wedges) than a country might actually be better off with some amount of distortions. The
calculations for a few countries suggest that it might indeed be optimal to distort domestic labor
allocation, however the magnitude of optimal distortions is small relative to the calibrated wedges
and the welfare benefit of such distortionary policy over eliminating wedges is tiny.

6 Conclusions

The primary goal of this paper is to quantify the impact of domestic distortions on the welfare gains
from international trade. To address this issue, I build a model of trade in which wedges between
labor costs faced by producers in different sectors distort the intersectoral allocation of labor.

I apply the model to the data for a diverse set countries over the period spanning three decades.
In order to account for sectoral composition of economic activity in a sample with a broad range
of incomes, I introduce a new parametrization of nonhomothetic preferences. To calibrate the key
parameters of these preferences, I develop a novel methodology that exploits the ability of the model
to match the central features of the process of structural change.

My main result is that domestic intersectoral distortions affect the welfare gains from trade in
a quantitatively important way. To isolate the effect of domestic frictions, I derive a theoretical
relationship between the gains from trade that models with and without distortions would predict
given the same data. Standard models that abstract from intersectoral distortions would overstate
the benefits of trade for countries that are net exporters in sectors in which distortions depress
the value marginal product of labor. Intuitively, in such countries international trade magnifies
the misallocation of labor caused by domestic distortions. Empirically, I find that the marginal
product of labor is almost universally lower in agriculture than in manufacturing. The workhorse
trade models therefore overpredict the gains from trade for large agricultural net exporters while
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understating the gains from trade for countries specializing in manufacturing exports. For example,
the gains from trade in my model are 6.4 p.p. lower for the Philippines and 3.4 p.p. higher for
Japan in 1995 than in a frictionless framework.

Beyond improving the measurement of the gains from trade, my results show two additional
benefits of incorporating intersectoral distortions into a trade model. First, it generates new insights
on trade policy. I find reduced-form evidence that trade policy in developing countries exhibits
a pro-manufacturing bias. My quantitative model can rationalize this pattern since it predicts
that poor countries have particularly strong incentives to unilaterally protect their manufacturing
sector. Second, my results suggest that taking into account openness to trade is important for
assessing the welfare costs of domestic distortions. I find that a hypothetical reduction in distortions
generates much larger welfare gains in poor countries when international trade can decouple domestic
consumption and production patterns.

To provide quantitative evidence on domestic distortions and the gains from trade, the model
inevitably makes a number of assumptions which could be relaxed in further work. In particular, in
this paper I treat intersectoral distortions as fixed and independent of the trade regime. In future
research it would be interesting to distinguish between different types of distortions and relate
them to actual policies and institutions. This would open up an interesting possibility that the
magnitudes of domestic frictions and international trade flows are jointly determined. Perhaps one
of the main benefits of international trade is that it tends to discipline the occurrence of domestic
distortions.
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Tables

Table 1: Calibrated Preference Parameters
Parameter αA αM αS cA
Value −1.00 −0.89 −0.68 3.90× 10−3

Implied mean elasticities
Income elasticity ηA ηM ηS

0.30 0.91 1.14
Own-price elasticity εAA εMM εSS

−0.02 −0.34 −0.81
Elast. of substitution σAM σAS σMS

−0.06 0.02 0.19
Notes: Income elasticity: ηK = ∂ log xK (p,m)

∂ logm ; Own-price elasticity: εKK = ∂ log xK (p,m)
∂ log pK

; Allen-Uzawa elasticity of
substitution: σij = 1

ej

∂ loghi(p,U)
∂ log pj

, where xK (p,m) is Marshallian demand and hK (p, U) is Hicksian demand for
sector K and eK is the expenditure share of sector K. Table reports mean elasticities across countries computed for
1995.

Table 2: Wedges in Cross-Section
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dependent variable: ξA ξS ζA ζS
Log GDP per worker 0.121 0.031 -0.118 -0.063

(0.000) (0.440) (0.000) (0.014)
year FE yes yes yes yes

Notes: p−values in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at the country level. GDP per worker calculated as
real GDP from PWT 7.0 (rgdpch×POP ) divided by total employment Li, expressed in thousand dollars per worker.
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Table 3: Welfare Gains from Trade
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Country GFT ∆lA ∆lM ∆lS δTA G̃FT Υ ˜LFAND GFTND

Argentina -2.60 0.07 -0.04 -0.02 -3.53 -2.60 1.05 0.98 1.92
Australia 0.84 0.04 -0.04 0.00 -2.90 0.82 1.03 0.97 3.35
Austria 10.32 -0.02 -0.04 0.06 0.40 10.13 0.97 0.92 7.92
Bangladesh 4.07 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.82 4.06 0.98 0.98 2.24
Belgium 24.89 -0.03 -0.14 0.17 0.26 23.25 1.01 0.76 25.55
Bolivia -9.01 0.13 -0.08 -0.05 -5.89 -8.99 1.17 0.93 6.49
Brazil -1.21 0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.91 -1.21 1.03 0.99 1.36
Canada 5.99 0.01 -0.05 0.04 -0.57 5.75 1.02 0.92 8.18
Chile -0.49 0.07 -0.06 -0.01 -4.02 -0.51 1.07 0.94 5.79
China 3.74 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.27 3.74 0.99 0.97 2.92
Colombia -1.86 0.06 -0.05 -0.02 -4.04 -1.86 1.05 0.97 3.33
Czech Rep. 11.46 0.00 -0.06 0.06 0.04 11.29 0.99 0.89 10.66
Denmark 6.79 0.03 -0.08 0.05 -2.48 6.60 1.01 0.93 7.38
Finland 5.64 -0.02 -0.02 0.04 0.79 5.52 1.00 0.95 5.50
France 4.55 0.00 -0.03 0.03 -0.04 4.46 1.00 0.96 4.51
Germany 5.96 -0.03 -0.02 0.04 0.79 5.88 0.98 0.96 4.47
Greece 1.78 0.08 -0.08 0.01 -4.23 1.76 1.03 0.96 4.15
Hungary 11.78 0.03 -0.10 0.07 -2.26 11.54 0.99 0.90 10.41
India -0.05 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.70 -0.05 1.02 0.98 1.53
Indonesia 3.13 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.19 3.11 1.01 0.96 4.31
Ireland 12.24 -0.02 -0.07 0.09 1.07 11.51 1.04 0.85 15.51
Italy 4.97 -0.03 -0.01 0.03 1.16 4.91 0.99 0.97 3.54
Japan 4.77 -0.04 0.01 0.04 1.00 4.75 0.97 0.99 1.33
Korea 6.55 -0.03 -0.01 0.04 1.30 6.48 0.99 0.95 5.23
Malaysia 16.35 0.06 -0.14 0.08 -4.40 16.06 1.07 0.79 21.54
Mexico 6.91 -0.01 -0.03 0.04 0.08 6.81 0.99 0.94 5.95
Netherlands 11.53 0.01 -0.09 0.08 -1.45 10.77 1.04 0.86 14.73
Norway 3.07 0.01 -0.03 0.02 -0.76 2.96 1.03 0.94 5.93
Pakistan 4.46 -0.03 0.00 0.02 1.13 4.44 0.98 0.98 2.35
Peru 2.96 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.14 2.94 1.00 0.97 2.98
Philippines 2.34 0.03 -0.04 0.00 -2.01 2.33 1.07 0.91 8.73
Poland 5.29 0.00 -0.02 0.03 0.12 5.26 0.99 0.96 4.35
Portugal 12.11 -0.04 -0.02 0.06 1.41 11.93 0.96 0.92 7.77
Slovakia 21.83 -0.03 -0.11 0.13 1.56 21.03 0.97 0.81 19.80
Spain 3.57 0.01 -0.03 0.02 -0.78 3.53 1.01 0.96 4.07
Sri Lanka 6.92 0.00 -0.04 0.03 -0.54 6.84 0.99 0.94 6.13
Sweden 6.41 -0.02 -0.03 0.05 0.98 6.22 1.00 0.94 6.53
Switzerland 8.42 -0.02 -0.04 0.06 0.89 8.20 0.99 0.93 7.39
Taiwan 11.61 -0.04 -0.04 0.07 0.83 11.37 0.97 0.91 9.11
Thailand -21.83 0.19 -0.09 -0.09 -5.13 -21.66 1.33 0.92 8.20
UK 4.32 -0.01 -0.02 0.03 0.33 4.25 1.01 0.95 5.22
US 1.26 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.45 1.25 1.01 0.98 1.84
Venezuela 6.18 -0.05 0.00 0.05 1.51 6.13 0.98 0.96 3.95
Viet Nam -19.63 0.14 -0.08 -0.06 -5.99 -19.71 1.29 0.93 7.01

Notes: GFT and GFTND are welfare gains from trade expressed in percentage terms in a model with and without
distortions. ∆lK denotes change in labor share in sector K moving from autarky to trade equilibrium in a model
with distortions. δTA is the trade deficit in agriculture relative to GDP, expressed in percentage terms. G̃FT =
100
(

1−ΥL̃FA
ND
)
gives the approximation to GFT , where Υ is the labor reallocation channel and L̃FA

ND
denotes

losses from moving to autarky in a CES model without distortions. All numbers are for year 1995.
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Table 4: Optimal Tariffs for Selected Countries
Tariff in agr. [%] Tariff in man. [%] Welfare gain [%]

China -60 75 27.20
India -40 75 7.39
Portugal -30 30 3.96
USA -10 30 0.51
Mean -20.91 64.66 6.18

Notes: Welfare gains from unilaterally imposing optimal tariffs or subsidies in agriculture and manufacturing. The
choice of tariffs/subsidies was restricted to lie on a grid which explains round numbers for optimal policy choices. Grid
for agricultural tariffs [%]: (-80,-70,-60,-50,-40,-30,-20,-10,0,10,20,50,100,400); grid for manufacturing tariffs [%]: (-
80,-50,-20,-10,0,10,20,30,40,50,75,100,200,300,400,600,900). The starting point is an equilibrium with aggregate trade
deficits eliminated in 1995. Mean corresponds to a simple mean across 44 countries in the sample in 1995.

Table 5: Relative Trade Protection
Dependent variable: RRA (1) (2)
Log GDP per worker 0.340 0.599

(0.000) (0.013)
country FE yes
year FE yes yes

Notes: p−values in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at the country level. GDP per worker calculated as
real GDP from PWT 7.0 (rgdpch×POP ) divided by total employment Li, expressed in thousand dollars per worker.
RRA is relative rate of assistance (agriculture relative to nonagriculture) from DAI database. Regression on pooled
sample with 1089 observations.

Table 6: Reducing Intersectoral Labor Distortions
Income quartile 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Reducing distortions by half
Welfare gain 18.27 3.64 1.30 0.19
∆lA -17.67 0.60 -0.60 2.18
∆lM 10.17 -2.70 -0.20 -2.05
∆lS 7.50 2.10 0.80 -0.13
Reducing distortions by half in a closed economy
Welfare gain 0.27 0.18 0.11 0.09
∆lA -0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.00
∆lM 0.28 0.18 0.01 0.24
∆lS -0.27 -0.18 0.01 -0.25
Reducing ζA by half
Welfare gain 17.88 3.46 1.19 0.14
Reducing ζS by half
Welfare gain 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.06

Notes: Welfare gains in terms of equivalent variation as a percentage of expenditure in the original equilibrium.
∆lK denotes change in labor share (in percentage points) in sector K moving to equilibrium with lower distortions.
Magnitude of distortion measured as ζK = |ξK − 1|. For each quartile the means of respective variables are reported.
All numbers are for year 1995.
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Figures

Figure 1: Sectoral Labor Productivity Growth
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Figure 2: Wedges in 1995
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Notes: Red solid lines present the best linear fit between the wedge and the logarithm of aggregate productivity.
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Figure 3: Changes in Welfare and Labor Shares due to Eliminating Aggregate Trade Deficits
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Notes: Figure shows the effects of moving from baseline equilibrium to equilibrium with balanced aggregate trade in
1995.
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Figure 4: Welfare Gains from Trade in 1995
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Notes: Welfare gains from trade in the baseline model with intersectoral distortions and in a model ignoring distortions.
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Figure 5: Welfare Gains from Trade for Alternative Measures of Wedges
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in a model ignoring distortions in 1995.
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Figure 6: Welfare Gains from Trade and Agricultural Wedges
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Notes: Welfare gains from trade based on the CES approximation as a function of wedge in agriculture, holding wedge
in services fixed. Dots represent the baseline value of ξA. Calculation for 1995.
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Figure 7: Welfare Gains From Unilaterally Imposing Tariffs
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the other sector is zero. The starting point is an equilibrium with aggregate trade deficits eliminated in 1995.
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A Data Appendix
In this Appendix I document the sources of the data and describe the construction of variables used
in my quantitative analysis.

A.1 Aggregate Data

I calculate the PPP-adjusted GDP as a product of real GDP per capita (rgdpch) and population
(POP ) taken from version 7.0 of the Penn World Table (Heston et al. (2011)). I HP-filter the
resulting series with smoothing parameter 25 (falling in the 6.25-100 range standard in the literature
for annual data) and divide by HP-filtered employment (see below) to obtain the smoothed real
GDP per worker. PWT 7.0 is also used as a source for the level of nominal exchange rate (XRAT ).

A.2 Sectoral Output, Employment and Price Data

To conduct the analysis at a sectoral level I construct an unbalanced panel of between 26 and 44
countries over the period 1970-2005. I assemble data from four sources: EU KLEMS database
[O’Mahony and Timmer (2009)], GGDC 10-sector database [Timmer and de Vries (2009)], OECD
STAN database [OECD (2011)] and Asian Productivity Organization database [APO (2010)]. Table
A.1 presents the sample coverage and the primary source of information for each country. These
sources provide information at a higher level of disaggregation than used in this study. I therefore
aggregate the data by constructing a three sector classification: agriculture (comprising ISIC Rev. 3
sectors 01-05: agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing), tradable industry (comprising ISIC sectors
10-37: mining and quarrying and manufacturing industries) and nontradables (comprising all other
activities). In the paper I refer to those sectors as agriculture, manufacturing and services. To
eliminate the effects of cyclical fluctuation, which are beyond the scope of this paper, I smooth the
time-series of interest using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with smoothing parameter 25. The following
paragraphs present more detailed description of construction of individual variables.

The measure of sectoral employment I use is Total Employment (Number of Persons Engaged).
This broad concept of labor input is the only measure consistently available for a large set of
countries in all four databases. To obtain the smoothed series I simply filter the time series with
sectoral employment separately for each sector and country.

To construct the sectoral value added in U.S. dollars I proceed in several steps. I begin by
summing up all sectoral VA in current local prices to calculate the nominal GDP and apply the
nominal exchange rate to obtain the GDP in U.S. dollars. Then I HP-filter the resulting series. Next
I use the raw sectoral VA numbers to compute the VA shares and smooth those shares with HP-filter.
The smoothed sectoral VA in U.S. dollars is then computed by applying the smoothed VA series to
the smoothed GDP series. This calculation guarantees that aggregating smoothed VA across sectors
yields the smoothed GDP. I find that this procedure is more robust than smoothing individual
sectoral series separately as it filters the annual-frequency movements in nominal exchange rate in
a consistent way across all sectors.

Calculations of labor productivity require data on VA in constant (or chained) prices to compute
the quantity index of sectoral VA. I thus begin by using the price deflators for VA to convert the raw
nominal VA for disaggregated industries to VA in constant prices. Summing across industries within
a sector yields VA in constant prices at a sector level. To smooth the series I proceed similarly as for
nominal VA - I first smooth separately the GDP in constant prices and sectoral shares of that GDP
and then combine the smoothed GDP with smoothed shares to obtain smoothed constant-price VA
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Table A.1: Sample Coverage
Country Coverage Period Primary Source Country Coverage Period Primary Source

Argentina 1991-2005 GGDC 10-sector Japan 1970-2005 EU KLEMS
Australia 1970-2005 EU KLEMS Korea 1973-2005 EU KLEMS
Austria 1970-2005 EU KLEMS Malaysia 1975-1997 GGDC 10-sector
Bangladesh 1985-2004 APO Mexico 1970-2005 GGDC 10-sector
Belgium 1970-2005 EU KLEMS Netherlands 1970-2005 EU KLEMS
Bolivia 1986-2003 GGDC 10-sector Norway 1970-2005 STAN
Brazil 1995-2005 GGDC 10-sector Pakistan 1970-2005 APO
Canada 1970-2005 STAN Peru 1991-2005 GGDC 10-sector
Chile 1979-2005 GGDC 10-sector Philippines 1971-1997 GGDC 10-sector
China 1978-2005 APO Poland 1995-2005 EU KLEMS
Colombia 1970-2005 GGDC 10-sector Portugal 1970-2005 EU KLEMS
Czech Republic 1995-2005 EU KLEMS Slovakia 1995-2005 EU KLEMS
Denmark 1970-2005 EU KLEMS Spain 1970-2005 EU KLEMS
Finland 1970-2005 EU KLEMS Sri Lanka 1971-2005 APO
France 1970-2005 EU KLEMS Sweden 1970-2005 EU KLEMS
Germany 1991-2005 EU KLEMS Switzerland 1991-2005 STAN
West Germany 1970-1990 GGDC 10-sector Taiwan 1970-1997 GGDC 10-sector
Greece 1970-2005 EU KLEMS Thailand 1970-2005 GGDC 10-sector
Hungary 1992-2005 EU KLEMS United Kingdom 1970-2005 EU KLEMS
India 1970-2004 GGDC 10-sector USA 1970-2005 EU KLEMS
Indonesia 1973-2005 GGDC 10-sector Venezuela 1970-2003 GGDC 10-sector
Ireland 1970-1999 EU KLEMS Vietnam 1991-2005 APO
Italy 1970-2005 EU KLEMS
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levels for agriculture, manufacturing and services. Finally, I divide the smoothed constant-price VA
series by the smoothed employment series to obtain series of quantity of VA per worker in each
sector. I use those series, normalized to one in reference year 1995 in each sector and each country
as the empirical measure of sectoral labor productivity growth.

To calculate the evolution of sectoral relative prices I start by calculating a smoothed price
deflator for each sector by dividing smoothed sectoral VA in U.S. dollars by the quantity index of
sectoral VA described in the previous paragraph. Next I divide the deflator for agriculture and
services by the price deflator for manufacturing. Finally, I normalize the two indices to one in 1995
in each country.

For a couple of countries additional steps are required to calculate consistent time series over the
relevant sample period. The data for Japan comes from GGDC 10-sector database for 1970-72 and
from EU KLEMS for 1973-2005. To link the data from both sources I essentially combine the growth
rates over 1970-73 from the GGDC 10-sector database with levels from EU KLEMS database in
1973 . The case of Germany is a little more complicated in that I use data for West Germany (from
GGDC 10-sector database) for 1970-1990 and for unified Germany (from EU KLEMS) starting in
1991. To make the levels of variables comparable between the two entities when needed I exploit
the fact that for 1991 data is available both for the unified Germany and the hypothetical West
Germany.

A.3 International Trade Data

In order to compute bilateral trade flows in agriculture and manufacturing over the sample period
I combine data from two datasets: the NBER-UN dataset [Feenstra et al. (2005)] and the BACI
database prepared by researchers at CEPII [Gaulier and Zignago (2010)].

The NBER-UN dataset records bilateral trade flows at a 4-digit level according to SITC rev.2
classification. To map these disaggregated flows into two tradable sectors of the paper, agriculture
and manufacturing, I develop a required concordance. As a starting point I use the SITC rev.2
5-digit to ISIC rev.2 4-digit concordance available from World Integrated Trade Solutions (WITS)
project of the World Bank. On the production side I classify all industries with ISIC 4-digit code
below 2000 as agriculture and the rest as tradable industry (called manufacturing in the paper).
In the next step I adjust the mapping from trade classification to sector classification for a limited
number of products which mostly involves moving some categories of meat, milled grains, and
vegetable oils and their byproducts to agriculture. The rationale for this somewhat subjective
adjustment is that industry classification is based on the final producer of a good with disregard
of the share of value added in the last production stage. Since I use data on sectoral VA in my
analysis I believe it is more appropriate if trade flows are assigned to sectors based on the VA content
of the product and not the identity of the final processing industry. As measures of VA content
at a product level are not readily available I had to use my judgment to conservatively reclassify
some product categories. For example, WITS assigns both product 0113 (“Meat of swine, fresh,
chilled or frozen”) and product 0121 (“Bacon, ham & other dried, salted, smoked meat/ swine”)
to manufacturing industry 3111 (“Slaughtering, preparing and preserving meat”). I reclassify the
first product as agriculture while keeping the processed meat assigned to manufacturing. Finally,
in a very small number of cases I change the classification at 5-digit SITC level so that all SITC
4-digit code that appear in NBER-UN dataset can be unambiguously classified as agriculture or
manufacturing.

The version of BACI dataset used in this paper provides bilateral trade flows by 6-digit HS92
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product categories. To map these flows into agriculture and manufacturing in a way consistent with
the treatment of NBER-UN data I first use the HS92 6-digit to SITC rev.2 5-digit concordance from
WITS and then assign the SITC products in the same way as for NBER-UN case.

Within the time span of the sample NBER-UN covers years between 1970-1995 while BACI
data is available for 1995-2005. Since there are small differences in corresponding bilateral flows
recorded by the two sources in overlapping years I compute a weighted average when both numbers
are available.45 In order to avoid discrete jumps in the data due to changing methodology, the
weight on BACI flows is gradually increasing between 1995 and 2000.

The bilateral trade flows measured in U.S. dollars are then smoothed to reduce the effect of
cyclical fluctuations and nominal exchange rate movements and thus to be more easily comparable
with the data on smoothed VA in U.S. dollars described in the preceding subsection. Specifically, I
apply the HP filter with smoothing parameter 25 separately to each available time series {XKjit} of
imports in industry K by country j from country i. Using the filtered series I then compute total
imports by country j and total exports by country i as IMPKjt =

∑Nt
i 6=j,i=1XKjit and EXPKit =∑Nt

j 6=i,j=1XKjit. Because the country coverage varies by year also the the set of countries over which
total imports and exports are calculated changes over time. This is necessary to make sure trade
in the model world is balanced.

Finally, smoothed trade flows and smoothed VA in U.S. dollars V AKj are used to calculate
bilateral trade shares as:

πKji = XKji

V AKjβ
−1
K + IMPKj − EXPKj

,

where βK is a median share of value added in gross output in the subsample of countries for which
data on both value added and gross output is available (EU KLEMS subsample). Imports from
home are computed as XKjj = V AKjβ

−1
K − EXPKj which ensures that the import shares sum to

one for each country.
Trade flows and VA series, smoothed and expressed in U.S. dollars, are also used to compute

the overall trade deficit of a country relative to its nominal GDP through the formula:

δjt = IMPAjt − EXPAjt + IMPMjt − EXPMjt

V AAj + V AMj + V ASj
.

In less than 3% of country-sector-year observation aggregate trade flows derived by following the
procedures described above are too large relative to the scale of domestic industry to be consistent
with the Eaton and Kortum structure. Those cases (Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark, Taiwan and
Slovakia) are primarily small countries with high levels of reexports and processing trade that the
model does not account for. To deal with most of those cases I use time trends of bilateral flows to
extrapolate to the problematic years. In two particularly stark cases (agricultural trade of Belgium
and the Netherlands) I go further and restrict bilateral trade flows in agriculture involving those
countries in a way that stabilizes their trade/output ratio at a level compatible with the model.

B Calibration Details
In this Appendix I provide additional details of the algorithm used to calibrate the model.

45The two measures are very highly correlated with correlation coefficient above 0.99. R2 from the regression of log
NBER-UN flow on log BACI-flow is 0.97.
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B.1 Calculating International Prices

Given sectoral wages, employment levels and prices in the reference year I find the model interna-
tional prices through the following procedure. I first calculate the quantity of sectoral output as
qKitR = wKitRLKitR/PKitR . The Geary-Khamis price of good K is then

pK =
N∑
i=1

qKitR∑N
j=1 qKjtR

PKitR
pi

, (B.1)

where pi is the PPP price level in country i defined as

pi =
∑
K PKitRqKitR∑
K pKqKitR

. (B.2)

Equations (B.1)-(B.2) need to be solved simultaneously for PPP price levels pi and international
prices pK . In practice I use the matrix representation of the problem described in Diewert (1999).
Aggregate real income per worker of country i relative to the US in the reference year can than be
computed as

(
∑
K pKqKitR/LitR)

(
∑
K pKqKUStR/LUStR) .

Similarly, the growth of aggregate productivity between the reference year tR and year t in country
i can be calculated as

(
∑
K pKqKit/Lit)

(
∑
K pKqKitR/LitR) .

B.2 Calibration of Preference Parameters

The calibrated parameter vector ω̂ =
{
α̂A, α̂M , α̂S , ĉA

}
minimizes the GMM objective function

J (ω):

ω̂ = arg min
ω

J (ω)

Below I describe how the function J (ω) is evaluated. Given a set of parameters {αA, αM , αS , cA}:

1. Find normalized preference weights parameters {γA, γM , γS} such that U.S. expenditures in
the reference year are consistent with household optimization given normalization PKUStR = 1,
i.e. find {γA, γM , γS} satisfying:

EAUStR∑
k EkUStR

− 1∑
k EkUStR

[
cA +

(∑
k

EkUStR − cA

)
γA (

∑
k EkUStR − cA)αA∑

k γk (
∑
k EkUStR − cA)αk

]
= 0

EMUStR∑
k EkUStR

− 1∑
k EkUStR

[(∑
k

EkUStR − cA

)
γM (

∑
k EkUStR − cA)αM∑

k γk (
∑
k EkUStR − cA)αk

]
= 0 .

γA + γM + γS − 1 = 0

Note that expenditures are computed as in (21) and do not depend on ω.
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2. In the reference year solve for {PAj , PMj , PSj} the system of equations

EAj∑
k Ekj

− 1∑
k Ekj

PAcA +
(∑

k

Ekj − PAjcA

) γA

(∑
k
Ekj−PAjcA
PA

)αA
∑
k γk

(∑
k
Ekj−PAjcA
Pk

)αk
 = 0

EMj∑
k Ekj

− 1∑
k Ekj


(∑

k

Ekj − PAjcA

) γM

(∑
k
Ekj−PAjcA
PM

)αM
∑
k γk

(∑
k
Ekj−PAjcA
Pk

)αk
 = 0 , j = 1, ..., N,

∑
K pKqKj/Lj∑

K pKqKUS/LUS
− yj
yUS

= 0

where the procedure for calculating Geary-Khamis international prices pK is described in
Section B.1 and where yj denotes real GDP per capita in the data. In non-reference years
replace the last equation in the system above with∑

K pKqKit/Lit∑
K pKqKitR/LitR

− yjt
yjtR

= 0.

3. Given wages from (21) and prices from previous step calculate labor productivities as AKit =
wKit/PKit. Let til and tif denote the last and first year that country i appears in the sample.

Calculate annualized average log growth of AKit as gKi (ω) = 1
ti
l
−ti
f

log
(
A
Kiti

l
(ω)

A
Kiti

f
(ω)

)
, K ∈

{A, M, S}.

4. Using time series described in Appendix A calculate annualized average log growth gdKi of
labor productivity in the data. Also create instruments xK for sector K log productivity
growth: a constant, log growth in sector K employment and log growth in expenditure share
of sector K (all growth rates on an annualized basis).

5. Compute a vector of sample moments

hn (ω) =

 1
n

n∑
j=1

x
(1)
Aj

(
gdAj − gAj (ω)

)
...

1
n

n∑
j=1

x
(3)
Sj

(
gdSj − gSj (ω)

)′ ,
where n = N c is the sample size and N c is the total number of countries appearing in the
sample.

6. Given weighting matrix W evaluate the GMM objective function as

J (ω) = n · hn (ω)′Whn (ω) .

C Model Derivations and Extensions
This section of the Appendix contains supplemental derivations referred to in the main body of the
paper.
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C.1 Calculating Counterfactuals

For any variable x in the original equilibrium let x′ denote its counterfactual value and let x̂ = x′/x
denote the proportional change. In the counterfactual exercises I consider the impact on equilibrium
outcomes of exogenous changes in wedges

{
ξ̂Ai, ξ̂Si

}
, trade deficits relative to GDP

{
δ̂i
}
and trade

costs {τ̂Aji, τ̂Mji}.
Solving for counterfactual equilibrium boils down to finding new manufacturing wages {w′Mi}

and new labor allocations {L′Ai, L′Mi, L
′
Si}. Once we know manufacturing wages, we also know the

labor costs in other sectors since ŵKi = ξ̂KiŵMi. Simple calculations show that the change in price
between the benchmark and the counterfactual can be expressed as:

P̂Kj =
[∑

i

πKji
(
ŵβKKi P̂

1−βK
Ki

)−θK
τ̂−θKKji

]− 1
θK

, K ∈ {A,M} . (C.1)

Given changes in wages, the system of equations (C.1) can be solved for changes in prices in tradable
sectors. In nontradable services we simply have P̂Sj = ŵSj .With the knowledge of changes in wages
and price levels, the counterfactual trade shares are given by:

π′Kji =
πKji

(
ŵβKKi P̂

1−βK
Ki

)−θK
τ̂−θKKji∑

m πKjm
(
ŵβKKmP̂

1−βK
Km

)−θK
τ̂−θKKjm

.

Next, given counterfactual wages, prices, deficits relative to GDP and labor allocation, the coun-
terfactual final expenditure adjusted for subsistence requirements is

X̃F ′
i =

(
1 + δ′i

)∑
K

w′KiL
′
Ki −

∑
K

cKiP
′
Ki.

Making use of the intermediate results stated above, the solution algorithm finds counterfactual
manufacturing wages {w′Mi} and labor allocations {L′Ai, L′Mi, L

′
Si} such that:

1. Counterfactual goods markets clear. The market clearing conditions (9)-(10) can be written
in terms of counterfactual values as:

w′KiL
′
Ki =

∑
j

π′Kji

(1− βK)w′KjL′Kj + βKLjP
′
Kj

cK +
γK

(
X̃F ′

j /Lj

P ′
K

)αK+1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F ′

j
/Lj

P ′
k

)αk


 , K ∈ {A, M}

w′SiL
′
Si = LiP

′
Si

cS +
γS

(
X̃F ′

i /Li

P ′
S

)αS+1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F ′

i
/Li

P ′
k

)αk

 .
2. Counterfactual labor market clears:

L′Ai + L′Mi + L′Si = Li.

In some counterfactuals I consider closing economies to international trade. That is equivalent to
setting π′Kii = 1 and π′Kji = 0 for i 6= j in the expressions above.
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C.2 Proof of Proposition 1

Suppose preferences are given by a CES utility function U =
(∑

K γ
1
ε
KC

ε−1
ε

K

) ε
ε−1

so the associated

price index is P =
(∑

K γKP
1−ε
K

) 1
1−ε . Indirect utility of a representative worker is then simply

V = E/P , where E is the worker’s expenditure. Comparing welfare in autarky and in trade
equilibrium in country j we therefore have V A

j /V
T
j =

(
EAj /E

T
j

)
/
(
PAj /P

T
j

)
. Notice that the

expenditure must equal labor income both in autarky and in the trade equilibrium given the balanced
trade assumption.

Consider first the model with labor wedges ξKj , where the wedge does not depend on the
trade regime. Define ŵKj ≡ wAKj/w

T
Kj . Then E = (

∑
K wKLK) /L = wM (

∑
K ξKLK) /L and

consequently EAj /ETj = ŵMj

(∑
K ξKjL

A
Kj

)
/
(∑

K ξKjL
T
Kj

)
= ŵMjΥj . Next, using (C.1) and the

fact that in autarky πAKjj = 1 one can obtain PAKj = P TKjπ
− 1
θK

1
βK

Kjj ŵMj . Using the definition of the
CES price index then gives

PAj
P Tj

= ŵMj

∑
K

γK

(
P TKj
P T

)1−ε(
π
− 1
θK

1
βK

Kjj

)1−ε
 1

1−ε

.

But γK
(
P TKj/P

T
)1−ε

equals the expenditure share of sector K in the model. Since we require the
model to match this observable variable we can write

V A
j

V T
j

= Υj

∑
K

eTKj

(
π
− 1
θK

1
βK

Kjj

)1−ε
− 1

1−ε

.

Since by definition GFTj ≡ 1− V A
j /V

T
j , we obtain (13).

Now suppose we calculate the gains from trade in a model abstracting from distortions. If the
model matches the same observable data on trade intensities πKjj and expenditure shares eTKj , then
following the same steps as above but with ξNDKj = 1 we would obtain

V A,ND
j

V T,ND
j

=

∑
K

eTKj

(
π
− 1
θK

1
βK

Kjj

)1−ε
− 1

1−ε

.

Noting that GFTNDj ≡ 1− V A,ND
j /V T,ND

j then immediately gives GFTj = 1−Υj

(
1−GFTNDj

)
,

which is the desired result (12).
The term Υj can be rewritten in another useful way. Let δTKj = DKj/

∑
K w

T
MjξKLK denote

the sector-K deficit to GDP ratio in the baseline trade equilibrium, where balanced aggregate trade
requires

∑
K δ

T
Kj = 0. Knowledge of deficit intensities δTKj and and expenditure shares eTKj implies

knowledge of sectoral VA shares in the model. Given wedges ξKj , VA shares in turn imply values
of labor shares lKj . Thus one can derive
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Υj =
∑
K

eTKj−δ
T
Kj

ξKj∑
K

eAKj
ξKj

.

But the counterfactual autarky expenditure shares eAKj can be computed form the knowledge of eTKj
and changes in prices in moving from trade to autarky as

eAKj =
eTKjπ

− 1
θK

1
βK

(1−ε)
Kjj∑

k e
T
kjπ
− 1
θk

1
βk

(1−ε)
kjj

.

Consequently, Υj can be expressed purely in terms of data observed in the baseline trade equilibrium

Υj =
∑
K

eTKj−δ
T
Kj

ξKj∑
K

eTKj
ξKj

π
− 1
θK

1
βK

(1−ε)

Kjj∑
k
eT
kj
π
− 1
θk

1
βk

(1−ε)

kjj

. (C.2)

C.3 Incorporating Tariffs

The baseline version of the model treats transport costs τKji as iceberg costs so that moving goods
between countries results in a real loss of output. Below I present an extension of the model that
incorporates also policy barriers in the form of tariffs.

Let the trade costs have two components: τKji = dKji (1 + tKji), where dKji is the real iceberg
cost and where tKji is an ad-valorem tariff rate on sector K imports to country j. I assume that
the net tariff revenue Rj is redistributed lump-sum to consumers. Taking aggregate deficits Dj as
exogenously fixed as before the final demand net of consumption requirement in country j can be
written as

X̃F
j = Rj + wAjLAj + wMjLMj + wSjLSj +Dj − Lj

∑
K

PKjcK . (C.3)

Denoting by XKj the total spending on sector K in country j and by XKji the revenue received by
country i producers from exports to j, with some algebra we can establish that the tariff revenue
can be expressed as

Rj =
∑

K∈{A,M}

∑
i

tKjiXKji =
∑

K∈{A,M}

∑
i

tKji
πKji

(1 + tKji)
XKj

=
∑

K∈{A,M}

(1− βK)β−1
K wKjLKj + LjPKj

cK +
γK

(
X̃F

j /Lj

PK

)αK+1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F

j
/Lj

Pk

)αk



∑
i

tKji
πKji

(1 + tKji)
.(C.4)

Equations (C.3) and (C.4) can be solved for Rj and X̃F
j so that all equilibrium conditions can be

expressed in terms of the same variables as in the baseline model. The main difference is that the
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market clearing conditions in tradable sectors (9) now take the form

wKiLKi =
∑
j

πKji
(1 + tKji)

(1− βK)wKjLKj + βKLjPKj

cK +
γK

(
X̃F

j /Lj

PK

)αK+1

∑
k γk

(
X̃F

j
/Lj

Pk

)αk


 , K ∈ {A, M} .

D Alternative Measures of Wedges
In this paper I take differences in value added per worker across sectors within a country as indicative
of distortions to labor allocation, consistent with the model’s assumption of homogeneous labor
being the only primary factor of production. In this part of the Appendix I briefly sketch out
the implications of omitting other factors of production and neglecting factor heterogeneity for the
measurement of labor distortions.

Suppose that production requires inputs of homogeneous labor and capital. To make the point
clearly, keep the assumption of perfect competition and suppose that capital and labor are combined
using Cobb-Douglas technology with constant returns to scale, so that the cost function for an
individual variety is given by

cKi
zKi (h) =

(
wηKKi r

1−ηK
Ki

)βK
P 1−βK
Ki

zKi (h) ,

where ηK is the share of labor in value added in sector K. Cobb-Douglas technology is a natural
benchmark since it is a standard specification in growth and development accounting exercises and
because it is typically used in theoretical work on structural transformation since it is consistent
with balanced aggregate growth. Labor share ηK is sector-specific but assumed to be common for
all countries and across time.

Under those assumptions we can use the data on sector VA and employment to compute the
correct measure of the labor wedge as:

ξ̃Ki = VMPLKi
VMPLMi

= wKi
wMi

= ηKV AKi/LKi
ηMV AMi/LMi

.

Observe that given factor shares, value added and employment data are sufficient to calculate
the wedge between VMPL across sectors, regardless of whether there are distortions to capital
allocation.

The relationship between the wedge ξKi I measure in (17) and the “true” wedge is

ξKi = ηM
ηK

ξ̃Ki,

that is my wedge is proportional to the true wedge. Thus incorporating other factors of production
with C-D technology can justify differences in VA per worker across sectors, but to explain the
nontrivial distribution of those differences across countries and over time while maintaining the
assumptions listed above we still need some source of distortions to efficient allocation of labor.

To gauge the magnitude of bias in calculating distortions due to ignoring other factors of produc-
tion and labor heterogeneity I calculated alternative measures of wedges for a subset of countries.
I use the data for a subsample of countries for which Socio-Economic Accounts tables of the World
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Table D.1: Alternative Measures of Wedges
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Wedge Agr. ξ̃A Corr
(
ξA, ξ̃A

)
Ser. ξS Corr

(
ξS , ξ̃S

)
benchmark: VA/worker 0.45 1.00 0.84 1.00
VA/worker 0.42 0.88 0.84 0.92
VA/hour 0.42 0.81 0.87 0.83
lab. comp./hour 0.46 0.66 0.96 0.68
lab. comp./hour H skill 0.49 0.47 0.90 0.47
lab. comp./hour M skill 0.51 0.55 0.90 0.64
lab. comp./hour L skill 0.51 0.56 0.86 0.63

Notes: ξ̃K denotes the geometric mean of wedge in sector K across 251 observations for up to 25 countries over
1995-2005. Corr

(
ξK , ξ̃K

)
gives the correlation between the benchmark wedge used in the calibration and alternative

measures.

Input-Output Database (WIOD) [Timmer (2012)] project are available. Those tables contain,
among other, data on value added, total employment, hours worked and total labor compensation
by sector. In addition data on hours and labor compensation is also available split by three skill
groups (High, Medium and Low). I had to eliminate a few countries for which reported labor com-
pensation exceeds the value added of industry, leaving the final sample of up to 25 countries over
the period 1995-2005.

Columns 1 and 3 of Table D.1 report the geometric means of wedges in agriculture and in
services for various calculations. The first row gives the numbers from the benchmark calculation
in the paper - based on smoothed series of value added and total employment - restricted to the
current subsample. The remaining rows use raw data from WIOD. The second entry reports the
same calculation but using the WIOD data. Different data sources and handling explains the small
differences with the first row. The third row controls for differences in hours worked by sector and
shows wedges based on value added per hour. The fourth row in addition controls for differences
in labor shares across sectors and calculates wedges based on the labor compensation component
of value added per hour worked. The last three rows attempt to control for skill differences across
sectors by focusing on differences in labor compensation per hour worked within each of the three
skill groups. None of this adjustments significantly reduces the large gap between agriculture and
manufacturing. Columns 2 and 4 report the correlation between the benchmark wedge used in the
paper and the alternative measures of distortions. In all cases there is a strong positive correlation
between the two measures.

E Patterns of Sectoral Labor Productivity
In this section of the Appendix I discuss the cross-sectional patterns of sectoral labor productivity
predicted by the model and contrast them with the available evidence from other studies. By doing
so, I verify the model’s ability to account for the data not directly targeted during the calibration.
This check is meant to strengthen the credibility of the paper’s main exercise. In particular, recall
that I use the structure of the model to separately identify the wedges and productivity (c.f. dis-
cussion surrounding equation (19)). Thus if the measure of wedges I use was systematically biased,
one would expect the relative productivities predicted by the model to be biased as well. Below I
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argue that this is not the case.
Figure E.1 summarizes the patterns of the calibrated sectoral productivity levels in the reference

year 1995. To construct that figure, I first divide all countries by the quartile of real income per
worker (which the model matches by design). I then calculate the mean productivity level for each
sector and for aggregate productivity within each quartile of aggregate productivity. Figure E.1
plots these means relative to the the average among the highest-income group of countries. Some
general patterns can be gleaned from that figure.

First, cross-country differences in agricultural labor productivity are much larger than differences
in aggregate productivity. For example, the ratio of aggregate productivity between the lowest and
the highest quartile in the sample is equal to 0.11 but the corresponding ratio for agricultural labor
productivity is only 0.04. Conversely, differences in labor productivity in services are smaller than
aggregate productivity differences. Continuing with the example, a country in the lowest quartile
is on average 0.16 times as productive in services as an average country in the highest quartile of
income per worker. Manufacturing presents a mixed case - it is relatively more productive then
the aggregate economy for the poorest countries but it lags the aggregate productivity in middle
income countries. Calculating the dispersion of labor productivity across all countries in 1995,
the coefficient of variation is 1.31, 0.71, 0.57 and 0.65 for agriculture, manufacturing, services and
aggregate labor productivity, respectively.

A related observation is that not only is productivity in agriculture more dispersed than aggre-
gate productivity, but the gap between productivity in agriculture and in the overall economy is
decreasing in income. The ratio of labor productivity in agriculture relative to aggregate produc-
tivity is 0.34, 0.57, 0.64 in the first, second and third quartile of real income distribution (relative
to the highest quartile). For services we have the opposite behavior (1.56, 1.19, 1.10) while there is
no monotonic relationship between manufacturing productivity relative to aggregate productivity
and income.46

The patterns of sectoral labor productivity predicted by the model are broadly consistent with
the accumulated body of evidence. The fact that differences in labor productivity are much higher
in agriculture than in non-agriculture is now well established, see e.g. Restuccia et al. (2008) and
Caselli (2005). Restuccia et al. (2008) calculate that in 1985 the GDP per worker was 34 times
higher in the richest 5% of the countries in the world than in 5% of the poorest. That number could
be decomposed into 78-fold difference in agricultural labor productivity compared to only 5-fold
difference in non-agriculture.

Moving beyond the agriculture - non-agriculture split, the existing estimates are less unam-
biguous. The conventional wisdom, based on the Samuelson - Balassa effect, is that productivity
differences in manufacturing are larger than in nontradable services. This conventional wisdom has
been recently criticized by Duarte and Restuccia (2010). My calibration generates modestly higher
dispersion in manufacturing, going along with the conventional wisdom. One possible explanation
for the controversy is that there are marked differences in cross-country dispersion of productivity
in market and non-market services, as discussed by Inklaar and Timmer (2012). To the extent that
non-market services such as education constitute a major part of the service sector and productiv-
ity differences within that group are small, overall cross-country differences in labor productivity in
services might be small despite being large in a subset of market services. As further evidence in
favor of the conventional wisdom, Herrendorf and Valentinyi (2012) find that dispersion of TFP in

46These numbers can in part reflect the composition effect since, e.g., services account for a larger share of the
aggregate economy in richer countries.
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Figure E.1: Relative Sectoral and Aggregate Labor Productivity
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Notes: For each of the first three quartiles of real GDP per worker the figure shows mean labor productivity (in each
sector and aggregate) relative to the corresponding mean for the fourth quartile.

the sectors I classify as manufacturing are higher than TFP dispersion in services.
To go beyond discussing broad qualitative patterns, I directly compare sectoral productivity

levels from the model with data for a subsample of countries for which I can find the necessary
data. Specifically, I use the information on value added and producer price based PPPs in 1997
from GGDC Productivity Level Database (Inklaar and Timmer (2008)) to calculate measures of
labor productivity that are comparable across countries. That calculation is possible for 23 countries
that are both in my sample and in PLD. Relative to my full sample for 1997 the subsample I use in
this calculation is restricted mostly to the OECD countries. Within that group the model generates
higher dispersion of labor productivity in agriculture than computed from PLD: the coefficient of
variation is 0.97 in the model and 0.62 in the data. For the other two sectors the dispersion measures
are very close: the coefficient of variation in manufacturing is 0.47 in the model and 0.47 in the
data while the corresponding numbers for services are 0.23 and 0.18. Looking directly at the levels
rather than the dispersion, the correlation between labor productivity in the model and in the data
derived from PLD is 0.80 in agriculture, 0.91 in manufacturing and 0.80 in services. These high
correlations support the claim that the model accounts well for the measured levels of sectoral labor
productivity.
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